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RESUME 

Dans ce rapport on tente de determiner la valeur le la densite 

ionique au sein d'un sillage turbulent hypersonique produit par une sphere 

en titane de 2.7 pouces de diamdtre, projetee ä une vKesse approximative 

de 14,500 pi/sec dans un corridor de tir rempli d1azote. Deux pressions 

furent considerees, soit 7.6 torr et 20 torr.  Le dispositif experimental, 

la methode d'enregistrement des signaux de sondes et leur echantillonnage 

ont 6t6 dgcrits dans un rapport precedent. Tr§s succintement, le dispositif 

experimental consiste en un double peigne transverse de sondes ioniques, la 

methode d'enregistrement comprend une camera Fastax 35 mm couplee ä un os- 

cilloscope et 1'echantillonnage se fait au moyen d'un lecteur automatique 

commande pai un ordinateur. 

Le courant capte par une sonde ionique de la dimension de celles 

employees au Centre de Recherches pour la Dlfense, Valcartier (CRDV) 

n'est pas direct.ement proportionnel ä la density ionique locale et depend 

mSrne d'autres grandeurs physiques telles la temperature et la vitesse 

moyenne d'ecoulement. Au cours des demilres annees plusieurs inter- 

pretations theoriques du courant ionique ont ete proposees. Elles peuvent 

gtre classees en deux categories: les theories dites statiques, ne faisant 

pas intervenir la vitesse d'lcoulement et les theories que nous qualifions 

de cinetiques oü entre precisement la vitesse d'ecoulement.  Parmi les 

premiSres mentionnons les thgories de Zakharova et al., Su et Kiel ainsi 

que '•alle de Schultz et Brown. En ce qui regarde les theories cinetiques 

il y a celle de Kulgein et les deux theories de Clements et Smy, 1'une 

pour le cas d'une g^ine mince et 1'autre pour celui d'une gaine epaisse. 

Coirane on le voit le ntinu est varie. Aussi, plutÖt que de sllectionner une 

thlor'.e a priori, nous les avons toutes programmges de fa5on ä pouvoir par 

la suite confronter les rlsultats foumis par chacune d1 el les. 

Divers laboratoires ont ^tabli experimentalement que la forme 

des profils radiau>. de la density ionique, ou glectronique, etait assimi- 

lable a une courbe d'expression ggnerale suivante: A exp-(R/B) , soit une 

it 
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gaussienne.  Par consequent, une fois la density ionique calculee, la 

methode d'analyse procede comme suit:  les mesures appartenant ä 1'une ou 

l'autre des deux pressions utilisees sont d'abord groupees dans des bandes 

axiales delimitees de la fa^on qui s'avere la plus avantageuse tan; du 

point de vue de la resolution que de celui de la precision statistique. 

Les profils radiaux ainsi definis sont par la suite lisses individuellement 

par une fonction gaussienne selon la methode des moindres carrg.s, Les deux 

parametres determines sont>  la valeur de la densite ionique le long de 

l'axe de vol. et la Jargeur du sillage ionique.  Les resultats obtenus sont 

compares avec ceux relatifs ä la densite electronique provenant de mesures 

ä 1'aide d'un intterferometre micro-onde et de sondes de Langmuir. 

II ressort des faits presentes dans ce rapport que les predic- 

tions des theories statiques concernant la valeur de la densite ionique 

le long de l'axe de vol sont pratiquement un ordre de grandeur plus 

elevees que celles des theories cinetiques, ä 7.6 torr comme ä 20 torr. 

Par ailleurs, la valeur de la densite ionique predite par les theories 

cinetiques c-st plus grande que la valeur de la densite electronique 

mesuree avec 1'interferomdtre.  Plus explicitement, ä 7.6 torr il semble 

que la valeur predite par les theories cinetiques soit un facteur 5 trop 

€levee autour de 100 diametres derrilre le projectile; toutefois, plus 

loin dans le sillage (240 - 400 diametres), les sondes ioniques, 1'inter- 

ferometre et les sondes de Langmuir donnent Ißs mSmes resultats en dedans 

d'un facteur 2.  Par centre, ä plus haute pression (20 torr) 1'ecart entre 

les valeurs des sondes ioniques et de 1'interferomgtre micro-onde s-accrolt 

et atteint presque un ordrr de grandeur. Ces constatations semblent si- 

gnifier que 'La Theorie' des sondes ioniques est loin d'avoir vu le jour. 

Neanmoins, toutes les theories s'accordent sur un point:  la densitg 

ionique le long de l'axe de symgtrie du sillage dgcrott selon une loi de 

la forme; 

n0 
a (X/D)"2. 

> 
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En plus des rgsultats se rapportant ä la valeur de la densitg 

ionique sur I'axe, ce rapport fournit des donn*es interessantes sur la 

iargeur du si1läge ionique. II contient ggalement beaucoup de rensei- 

gnements sur le dgpouillement et le traitement des signaux de sondes de 

mSme que sur les diverses thSories des sondes ioniques. Quant aux 

appendices, ils renferment des tableaux tu se trouvent rassemblges des 

donnges relatives aux lissages des profils radiaux pour toutes les 

theories gtudiSes, et une sgrie de figures montrant Involution des 

profils radiaux de la densitg ionique en fonction de la distance au 

projectile. 
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ABSTRACT 

A report is presented of the results of a major research effcrt 

undertaken to determine experimentally, through the use of cylindrical 

electrostatic probes and existing probe theory, the levels of ion density 

in the turbulent wakes behind 2.7 inch diameter spheres flown at 14,500 

feet/second in a ballistic range filled with nitrogen at 7.6 torr and at 

20 torr. The major problem encountered in this work is the one concerned 

with the theoretical interpretation of the ion current seen by an elec- 

trostatic probe in terms of ion density. The many thsories which have 

been proposed can be divided into two main categories: the 'static' 

theories which do not consider the flow velocity of the plasma in which 

a probe is immersed and the 'kinetic' theories which attempt to take flow 

velocity into account. Generally speaking, the theories indicate that 

the current collected by an ion probe of convenient dimensions is not 

uniquely determined by the ion density, but also depends on such physical 

variables as the temperature, pressure, probe potential, and additionally, 

in the case of the 'kinetic' theories, on the  bulk velocity of the medium. 

Where the 'problem' arises is in the fact that the probe theories differ 

in their predictions of the details of the Jependence of the probe current 

on the various physical variables listed above. 

Measurements of the ion current distribution across hypersonic 

sphere wakes have been made by means of a transverse survey array of 

cylindrical electrostatic ion probes. Three static theories and three 

kinetic theories have been applied to the mean current data of the probes, 

and with the aid of experimentally measured temperature and velocity dis- 

tribution data for sphere wakes, used to construct radial distributions 

of ion density estimates for each theory. These radial distributions 

have been fitted with gaussian curves by the method of least mean squares. 

Two parameters of the ion density distributions are determined: the ion 

density on the axis of the wake and the ion density radius of the wake. 

These results have been comp-.red with electron density levels in the wake 

deduced from microwave interferometer measurements and Langmuir probe 

instrumentation. 

Preceding page blank ../ 
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Concerning the ion density level on the wake axis, it is found 

that the static theories predict ionization levels which are an order of 

magnitude larger than those given by the kinetic theories at both 7.6 and 

20 torr.  In turn, the kinetic theories predict ion density levels which 

are higher than the electron density levels obtained with the inter- 

feronveter. At 7.6 torr, the kinetic theories seem to be about a factor 

of five too high at 100 diameters behind the sphere, but at larger axial 

distances, (240 - 400 diameters) the ion density results of the ion probes, 

and the electron density results of the interferometer as well as the 

results of the Langmuir probe, are all within a factor of 2.  However, at 

higher pressures (20 torr) the difference in the results increases and 

the kinetic theory ionization levels are about an order of magnitude 

higher than the microwave interferometer results. One of the conclusions 

from these results is that 'The Theory- of cylindrical electrostatic 

probes has yet to see the light of day. The predictions of all the diverse 

theories agree on one point: between the axial distances of 100 and 400 

diameters, the ion density on the wake axis decays according to an 

n
0 « CX/D)  law.  In addition to the results concerning ion density 

levels, interesting information has also been generated concerning the 

widths of the ion density profiles in the wake. 

The report includes considerable information on the treatment 

of the probe current signals and on electrostatic probe theories, while 

Appendices include table« of data pertaining to the fitting of the ion 

density radial distributions derived from each of the theories, and 

graphs showing the evolution of the ion density radial distributions 

with axial distance behind the projectile. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

During the past five years, considerable progress has been 

made in measuring the behavior of various physical quantities in the wakes 

of hypersonic spheres. The present report is concerned with the experi- 

mental determination with electrostatic probes of the ion density levels 

in the turbulent wakes of 2.7 inch diameter titanium spheres flown at 

14,500 feet/second in a ballistic range filled with nitrogen at pressures 

of 7.6 and 20 torr. Through the use of a transverse array of ion probes 

inserted across the wake, measurements have been made of the radial dis- 

tribution of the saturated ion currents collected by the probes. These 

probe currents (or their voltage equivalents) have been recorded on 35 

millimeter film with oscilloscopes and Fastax cameras, the resulting 

analog signals digitalized by a computer-driven film reader, and the 

digital data processed on a large XDS computer. A detailed description 

of many of these techniquei. has recently been published (Reference 1). 

The further exploitation of the current data to derive the characteristics 

of the charge density in the wake will be described below. 

The current coJ.lected by an ion probe of the dimensions of 

those employed at The Defence Research Establishment Valcartier (DREV) 

is not directly proportional to the local ion density, but because of 

continuum flow effects, depends on other physical quantities such as the 

temperature, pressure, and the mean flow velocity. In the course of 

recent years n,'any theoretical interpretations of the ion current drawn 

by a cylindrical probe have been proposed. These can be classified into 

two categories: The 'static' theories which neglect the effect of the 

flow velocity of the medium relative to the probe and the 'kinetic' 

theories which attempt to account for flow velocity effects.  In the 

*irst category fall the theories of Zakharova et al. (Reference 2), Su 

and Kiel (Reference 3), and Schulz and Brown (Reference 4). Among the 

kinetic theories is that due to Kulgein (Reference 5) and the two due to 

Clements and Smy, one for the case of a thin sheath (Reference 6) and 

one for the case of a thick sheath (Reference 7). Obviously, the choice 

1 
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of theories i«. rather 1 "ge. Rather than select one or two theories on 

an a priori basis, we have chosen to employ all six of the above mentionned 

theories to estimate the ion density in the wake. The various results can 

then be compared among themselves as well as with the results obtained by 

other techniques. 

It has been observed at several laboratories (References 8 - 10) 

that the experimentally obtained distributions of ion density or electron 

density in wakes and in jets are amenable to being fitted by the gaussian 

expression A exp(-(R/B)2). At DREV, the gaussian distribution has been 

extensively employed to fit radial distributions of wake velocity estimates 

at various axial distances behind the projectile (Reference 1). The stages 

in the curve-fitting procedures such as the definition of the axial bands, 

the manner of obtaining the fit, the computation of the intervals of 

confidence, etc., have been described in detail i:i a previous report 

(Reference 1). Once the estimates of ion density for a given theory have 

been obtained from the probr currents averaged from 0.5 millisecond seg- 

ments of the probe signals, then exactly the same procedures as were used 

in the case of velocity c-n be applied to the calculation of the particular 

ion density distribution for that theory. 

In a previous DREV report on the use of cylindrical electro- 

static probes, Cantin (Reference 11) has assembled cor-iderable infor- 

mu«-ion relative to the plasma properties of the wake and has treated in 

detail the three static theories previously mentioned as well as the 

kinetic theory of Kulgein. By expressing the functional dependence of 

the probe current on the dependent variables in a power law form, Canf.in 

was able to estimate the effect on the mean current of the auto-and 

cross-correlation coefficients of various combinations of variables when 

the probe was immersed in a turbulent wake. As part of the analysis, 

preliminary data from two early trials in air atmospheres at 20 and 76 

torr were examined. It was concluded that the mean current could be 

calculated by inserting the mean values of the variable into the theory 

to an accurac> of 10 to 20% depending on which of the four theories 
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considered in the report was applied.  Finally several appendices in the 

report were concerned with the description of APL language programs for 

the calculation of ion densities from experimental measurements. 

The present document, in fact, is in logical succession to the 

report by Cantin on the use of ion probes for wake diagnostics 

(Reference 11). Cantin was mainly concerned with examining the impli- 

cations of particular probe theories as regards the interpretation of the 

moan and fluctuating components of the ion currents in terms of '.he mean 

and fluctuating ion densities in the wake.  In the present investigations, 

we apply the various probe theories to a large number of experimental 

measurements of probe current with the twin objectives of finding at least 

one accurate theory and of inferring the characteristics of the mean ion 

density distributions in the wake.  In order to realize more favorable 

conditions, the measurements have been taken in nitrogen atmospheres, 

because only positive ions (N2+ and N+) should be present in nitrogen 

wakes, and because of the availability of experimental temperature dis- 

tribution data for this case. Certain advances have also been made in 

the programs used to analyze the current measurements. APL becomes 

inappropriate when the amount of data to be handled becomes very large; 

consequently all the old programs and the new programs have been done in 

FORTRAN. 

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND DATA RPOCESSING 

The transverse array of ion probes used to survey ionization 

in the wake is seen in one of its forms in Figure 1. The basic element 

of such an array consists of two cylindrical probes imbedded at a fixed 

separation in a thin support about 12 inches high.  Both collecting 

wires are normal to the mean flow direction of the wake, and are mounted 

so that a line parallel to the wake axis passes from a point on one probe 

through the corresponding point on the other (Figure 2). Eight such 

elements set in a transverse configuration, with a lateral spacing of 

■■, 
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1.25 inches between adjacent elements, give the array its capability to 

survey the wake. The c :rrent collected by the negatively biased central 

electrode of each probe is transnitted directly to one of the 16 current- 

to-voltage preamplifiers located in the wedge-shaped housing above the 

array (Figure 1). These preamplifiers supply bias to the probes and also 

drive the ten to twelve feet of cable required to lead the signal to the 

exterior of the flight chamber of the range. The signals are then passed 

through power amplifiers and transmitted on long 92 ohm cables to the 

recording room, where they are displayed on oscilloscopes and photographed 

on 35 millimeter film. A more detailed description of the characteristics 

of the probes, the array, and the recording system has been published 

(Reference 1). 

2.1 Sampling of the Analog Signal Traces 

The two signals from the pair of probes in any one of the basic 

two-probe elements of the transverse survey array are recorded simul- 

taneously on the same roll of 35 millimeter film. Thus the raw results 

of any trial with the survey array consist of a dozen or more rolls of 

film, each streaked by two wiggling black lines representing probe signals. 

The first step but one in the data reduction process is the sampling of 

these signal traces. Before this can be done, a positive must be made, 

in order to convert the recorded signal into a transparent trace on an 

opaque field. This positive can then be processed in the DREV automatic 

film reader. In the reader, the image of a luminous spot from the screen 

of a precision cathode ray tube is projected on the film. An optical 

system behind the film receives the transmitted light and focusses it on 

a photomultiplier. Simultaneously, s fraction of the light emanating from 

the spot is diverted by a beam splitter, and after transmission through 

an optical system similar to the first, is sent through a uniform density 

filter onto a second photomultiplier. The comparison of the ouput signals 

of the two photomultipliers reveals if the region illuminated on the film 

is opaque or transparent. The result of this comparison in entered into 

a digital computer capable of registering the coordinates of the spot. 
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Both signal traces recorded on the film are sampled simultaneously at the 

same sampling frequency. In the reading process, the luminous spot 

appearing on the cathode ray f*ce is swept from bottom to top and from 

left to right. When the beam arrives at the upper right corner of the 

screen, the film is automatically advanced, and the scanning beam returned 

to the lower left hand comer of the screen in order to recomnence the 

scanning. The length of the film swept Li one scan is about 0.5 inch. 

Normally if the apparatus was in perfect adjustment, the point where the 

swept beam picked up the signal on /.ie first upward sweep would correspond 

exactly to the point seen by the beam oa the last sweep of the previous 

scan. The coordinates of the signal in the last reading of one scan and 

the first reading of the next scan must be contiguous. The adjustment 

of the reader is rarely perfect, so that, in practice the two readings 

may differ. Should the readings differ, the computer section of the 

reader will effectively raise or lower the zero reference of the signal 

in order to be able to continue sampling the signals without introducing 

a fictional step discontinuity in the output. This adjustment takes 

place after each advance of the film. 

Obviously, if such ai. internal operation of the film reader 

could not be taken into account, it would render impossible the task of 

attempting to measure accurately the absolute level of the recorded 

signals, particularly at low signal amplitudes. When one states that the 

reader raises or lowers the reference level, this is only a way of des- 

cribing the result of an internal operation of the machine. In actual 

fact the reading expressing the ordinate of a point on one of the two 

signal traces on the film is always measured from an imaginary line which 

joins the top of the perforations which allow the drivii.£ of the film. 

The correction which the reader attaches to this reference line after the 

film is advanced is printed out on the teletype machine which is part of 

the input-output equipment of the reader. This correctior can be different 

for the two signal traces. 
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Table I supplies an example of the communications between the 

operator and the data reader during the reading of a film. The column of 

numbers immediately below the words 'CAL DATA' are furnished by the 

operator. They identify the film which he is preparing to read. The 

four column matrix located a little below is printed out by the reader. 

Each line corresponds to one advance of the film. The first and second 

numbers in a line represent the «jap between the ordinatcs of the first and 

last points of two successive section of film, for the lower trace and the 

uppper trace respectively. The last two numbers give the accumulative or 

total displacement of the reference level since the beginning of reading 

for each of the signals. For example, consider the last element in the 

last line of Table I, i.e. 20. This element indicates that the readings 

of the upper trace of the corresponding segment of signal are all high by 

20 units. Consequently, when the time arrives to calculate the mean signal 

level it will be necessary to take account of this error introduced in the 

average level by the operation of the film reader. 

The numerica values corresponding to the sampled points of 

the probe signals are inscribed on a magnetic tape by the data reader. 

In the next step, this tape is read and decoded by the XDS Sigma 7 

computer facility at DREV. At the same time, the computer controlled 

printer reproduces a graphical representation of the sampled signal. The 

following step in the data handling consists of the preparation of input 

data necessary for the correlation and averaging of the digital traces. 

(In the following pages we will use the expression 'digital trace* in 

preference to the term 'sampled signals'). 

2.2 Correlation oV the Digital Traces 

The manner in which are correlated the digital traces of the 

signals from a pair of probes is Illustrated in Figure 3. The graph in 

the upper left comer represents a segment of the digital traces esuUing 

from the sampling of the signal on 35 millimeter film. The upper signal, 

which is from the upstream probe in a pair, is divided into segments of 
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0.5 millxsecand in length (Reference 1). Each of these segments is then 

cross-correlated with a segment taken from the downstream probe (or lower 

signal). The length of the cross-correlation so calculated depends on 

the distance separating the probes and on the local velocity in 'e wake. 

Mathematically, the j.ocess can be expressed by 

»j 

N 

i,i K-^H/^-Cy^)      . j - 0.1,2,...r 

NP ^m. 
(1) 

I » -     Ä .1 " where        x      -   |   f      x.     ;     (7).  - |   I     y^ 

x;'      ^     r^r-    Z 7T   .    J. r"\2 ^r t^ ixrxy, 

^ " «^ Li (yi*r(7)j)2- 

m these expressions xi  represents the digital trace of the upstream 

probe and yi that of the downstream probe. Since the determination of 

the cross-correlations for velocity estimation (Reference 1) necessitated 

the calculation of the mean values and the root mean square values of the 

digital traces, and since all these data have previously been stored on 

magnetic tapes, all the information required to evaluate the mean current 

drawn by the various probes is readily available. 

We will now give some explanataon of the manner in which infor- 

mation concerning the cross-correlation coefficients is stored on magnetic 

tape. As previously mentionned, P  cross-correlation is calculate for 

each 0.5 millisecond segment of the digital trace. To each one of > 

these segments is allocated an 'analysis number'; the actual number is 

determined by the point on the film at which it is decided to begin 
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analyzing. Thus to any segment, there corresponds an analysis number 

and a vector Ä formed form r ♦ 1 elements representing the calculated 

values of the cross-correlation coefficient R   This vector defines on 

the magnstic tape a physical record struc.ured in the following way 

(r*l). (R(I), 1-1, (r*l)). 

which is to say that the number of elemerts in the vector appears at the 

head of the listing. Furthermore, this record is always preceded by 

another record containing exactly 20 elements. This last record is 

required because of the necessity to identify the vector R by giving the 

number of the round (tri/il) to which R belongs, the number of the camera 

on which were recorded the corresponding pair of signals, the gain of the 

oscilloscopes, the analysis number, etc. Moreover, the five last memory 

elements contain respectively the value of R for j • 0 (i.e. the value 

of the space correlation coefficient for the two probes involved), the 

mean value (x) and the root mean square fluctuation UnF) of the digital 

trace of the upstream probe, and finally the values of (y). and (^yT) 

for j - 0 for the downstream probe. For a more complete description of 

this vector we can return to Table II.  In the various computer programs 

it is customarily given the name CAL. In order to be in a position to 

distinguish the identification code record from the one containing the 

vector R, the negative number minus 20 is alwasy inritten at the beginning. 

This has equally the effect of structuring the two records in the same 

manner. The method of storing the results of the cross-correlation 

computation of any given round on magnetic tape thus consists of alter- 

nating, without interruption, from en* end of the tape to the other, tie 

two records described above. All the analyses belonging to the same round 

are placed one after another in any order. If for one reason or another, 

it is necessary to recompute one or more analyses, the retakes are 

inscribed at the end of the analyses previously computed, with the 

precaution of adding a decimal after the analysis number to permit its 

differentiation from the previous calculation, when so desired. 

—  
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3.0 DETERMINATION OF MEAN CURRENT COLLECTED BY A PROBE 

In the preceding section we have seen that the current signal 

detected by a probe immersed in an ionized turbulent wake undergoes many 

transformations before finally ending in the form of a digital trace 

susceptible to further manipulation on a digital computer. We can express 

the transfer function between the probe signal and its digital trace as 

follows: 

(A - A) . G 
0 _. (2) 

where 

RF ' GAL * GL 

Rp is the feedback resistor of the current to voltage 

preamplifier (0.2 Megohms) 

GAL is the gain of the linedriver amplifier 

GL is the magnification factor between the screen of the 

oscilloscope and the 35 millimeter film in the Pastax 

camera (0.3S) 

P  is the vertical scale factor (or frequency) in the PDP-S 

autoxatic film reader (758 counts/centimeter) 

6  is the sensitivity earloyed on the oscilloscope 

Ao is the zero reference level of the digital trace 

A  is the value (in counts) of any point of the digital 

trace 

and 

I  ii the current collected by the probe. 

The quantities Rp. GL. and F described above are universal constants, in 

the sense that they have the same value for all recent rounds. Conse- 

quently, if in ecu«tion 2 we replace them by their numerical values we 

obtain 

L C J I .  ,8.846  -2-g  (j) 

■■■■H 
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where 

I is now expressed in nanosaperes. 

G is in volts/centimeter 

f-nd 

A is in counts. 

' 

Equation 3 has been used to detemir »d the aean current 

detected by a probe. The values of G and of GAL are determined at the 

tine of the trial. If it is desired to calculate the »ean current of the 

upstreaa probe, A is equated to 7,  or if it is desired to calculate the 

MM current to the downstrea« probe, A is equated to (y)  . In either 

case, the required information can be found wrUten on magnetic tape as 

has been described in detail in the preceding section. TTie only thing 

still lacking for the calculation of the mean current to any specific 

probe is the true zero level of the digital trace, or A . In the first 

approxiaation. Ao is deterained by averaging two arithmetic means, "nie 

first of these aeans is obtained by averaging over a segment of signal 

recorded Just before the passage of the projectiU (i.a. before the probe 

begins drawing current) and the second mean is obtained from a segment of 

signal corresponding to the far wake where it it reasonable to aattae MM 

the probe no longer draws any current. However, there are two sco-ces of 

error which can affect the zero level as found by this procedure. Thm 

first mm   its of errors introduced by the film reader during the sampling 

of the ««log traces, particularly when compensating for filB advance. 

TTie second, lets evident but more easily understood, results from the 

lack of absolute precision in the drive mechanisms of the apparatus which 

are used fo» contact printing of the hast» camera film to obtain a 

positive for the data reader. He will return to this problem in the 

following paragraphs. For the moment, let us note si^ly that whenever 

possible, the zero level has been adjusted in such a way as to minimize 

the effect of these errors  Nhen it proved dlfrlcv't to evaluate one or 

the other of these errors (or both), the actual zero level was estimated 

by reading it dlrwtly from the 35 milliatter film with the aid of a 

calibrated ocular. Once the value of the zero levml. A , is determined, 

one can proceed using equation 3 to calculate the gross mean current 

(i.m. the non-corrected mean current) for the prob« being considered. 
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Let us now consider in more detail the errors affecting the 

zero reference level. The first of the errors aentioned above, that 

introduced by the reader during the sarpling of the analog signals, has 

been described in the preceding section. It was seen that the reader 

raised or lowered the reference level after each advance of the fila, 

although the teletype furnished an accounting of these charges (Table I). 

Thus available it a list of corrections siailar to that in Table I for 

each pair of analog signals which has been digitalized by the reader. 

Given such a list it is neither possible nor necessary to correct 

individually every point of a digital trace. A global correction applied 

to the aean value x or (y)   ,  previously defined, is perfectly adequate. 

To carry out the correction process autoaatica ly, it is necessary to 

establish a correspondence between the analysis nuabers and the list of 

corrections for a pair of signals. Now >nc knows froa observation that 

the reader saaples a total of about S12 points before advancing the fila 

and subsequently it reads an average of 269 points before each subsequent 

advance. Thus the saapled points are numbered consecutively according to 

the chronological order of reading, the first line of the aatrix of 

Table I rjfars to all the points of which the nuaber (or the address) is 

included between S12 and 7S1 (S12*269); the second line refers to those 

between 781 and 10S0 and so forth.  In this aanner one arrives at the 

construction of Table III. The procedure which penaits the extraction 

froa this table of the appropriate correction to the tero reference level 

for a particular analysis nuaber is straightforward. As one can see 

froa Table II, th« code which identifies the cross-correlation coefficient 

of My O.S ailliseconi segaent of signal froa an upstreaa probe with the 

corresporiding segaent of a downstreaa probe contains not only the nuaber 

of the round, the analysis nuaber, etc., but »Iso the address of the first 

and Ifst points of the tpstraaa probe s'gnal. Given this last information 

it is sufficient to look into Table II' to discover which line of Table I 

contains the correction for the analysis nuaber under consideration. Ulis 

can be accoarlished very quickly by juxtaposltionlng Tables I and III. 

In the next sfsp, • coaputer prograa calculates the current equivaleat of 

the tero level correction froa Table I by the use of equation 5. 1%is 
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correction is added to or subtractjd from the gross Man current cal- 

culated previously. TTie final results of these corrections are stored 

on utnetic tape pending the following step which consists of the final 

restoration or correction of „he aean probe currents. 

We now turn to the second source of error affecting the zero 

reference level of the digital signals. In order th.t the fila reader 

can saaple a signal recrded on 35 ■UllMCOT fila. the latter aust appeal 

at a transparent line on an entirely opaque background. Therefore it Is 

necessary to take the original fila negative and aake a positive for 

reading purposes. Tlie positive is aade by contact printing on another 

strip of 3S ■illiaeter fflte. in a perfect world, the positive thus 

obtained would coapleaont exactly the original negativ«. However, because 

of the slack in the driving Mchanisw of the printer and the clearances 

necessary so that the teeth on the driving sprockets aay turn saoothly in 

the perforation on the sides of the fil«, it happens frequently during 

the printing opeiation that the two fltaf becoM offset with respec; to 

one another. In this case perforations of the original fila (negative) 

do not coincide exactly with those of the positive, and one can thus 

observe a shadow around the perforstions in the positive. Fortunately, 

these shadows peralt a aeasure of the dtsplacesont of the two filas and 

thus provide a siaple Mans to quantify the effect on the reference level. 

In feet, any relative displaceMnt of the two filM results in an 

alteration of the reference level of the positive. Instead of being a 

straifht line, the reference level on the positive becoMs a Mre or lesi 

«dulating line, c^, |uently M oust Mke an additional correction to 

the gross Man current. To estlMte this correction, M begin by 

Masurlng the displaceMnt at every fifth analysis. If the observed 

MXIM dIsplaceMnt is Us* than COS nllliMter (4 counts), or if it is 

possible to reduce the e: >r to this valM by Mdifying the sero level of 

the IIfMll« no correction l« Mde for this source of error. In the 

opposite CAM, th* correction for potltlve-Mgatlve displaceMnt is inte- 

grated with the fila reeder-induced error previously described so as to 

obtain a slngl« correction. A coaputer progna will UIM enrrect both 

errors at the SSM UM. 
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T.« current dr«wn by an electrostatic probe inaersed in • 

hypersonic turbulent wake decreases rapidly as the projectile recedes fro« 

the probe or vice versa. This is so auch the case that it is necessary 

to record the probe signals at several different «ains if one wishes to 

Mke aeasureaents fro« just behind the projectile to several hundreds of 

diaaetert of axial distance in the wake. Given the saae signal recorded 

at one or «ore gains with obviously sose overlapping, it consequently 

becoMS indispensable to undertake a certain aaount of editing when 

■IfMpllll to detenin« a consistent history of the «ean current collected 

by • given probe. In the first phase, cne has to define t; e useful portion 

of each recording of the saae probe current, by defining the analysis 

number  at the beginning and at the end of the portion. The first of these 

i« obtained siaply by visual inspection of the signal to deteraine where 

the rcad.Mc part of the signal begins. To deteraine the second, we art 

led to conside/ a threshold for the signal level corresponding «ore or 

lets to »-.he level of the noise. Such a consideration carries with It a 

certain amount  of arbitrariness. Nevertheless, there it little risk in 

deciding that there is nothing to be gained in conserving aean current 

values when the relative error exceeds 100 percent. Consequently, it has 

been decided to take as a threshold for all the points of a digital trace 

the value of the aenn current whl-h corresponds to an »«precision cf * IS 

counts. These liaits include • 4 counts to take account of the iloa 

oscillation which always seeas to be present in the segaeots of the trace 

(before and after) which are used to deteraine the tero signal level; 

t 2 counts because the correcr<on of the error introduced by the data 

reader applies to the «can value of the points of a 0.S aillia«cond 

segaeut and not to the points themelve«; t 4 counts for the residual 

di^placeaent of the negative and positive due to the printing procaat; 

and finally t S counts representing the aean width of the analog tipwl. 

O» this basis, the threshold of any signal corresponds to the valu« of 

current given by 

ll.M« i IS i G/C^. 
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Once the useful sections of .11 the recordings of the signal fro« . given 

probe have been defined in accordance with these procedures, the infor- 

mation is supplied to a computer program. This  program makes the final 

selection of the seg^nts of probe signal, Keeping, for each analysis 

number, only the mean current which was recorded by the oscilloscope 

having the highest sensitivity. 

The calibration of all apparatus employed in the recording of 

the probe signals was periodically verified. In this fashion .t was 

possible to assure the proper functioning of the prea^)lifiers associated 

with the probes. In addition, the effects of the 170 feet of cable in 

the transmission line between the line driver amplifiers and the oscil- 

loscopes in the recording room were also periodically checked; the method 

involved sending a signal of know, amplitude and of a frenuency of 1.0 

kilohertz through the system and measuring the resulting deflection on 

the cathode ray tube of the oscilloscope. TT.e transmission factor of the 

line-driver-amplifier.ter.inated.line system was about 0.9. Correction 

for these transmission losses provides a final adjustment that must be 

made to the mean currents detected by the probes. 

4.0 MATOEMATICAL FORMULATION OF /ARIOUS THEORIES OF 

I0W COLLECTION BY CYLINDRICAL PROBES  

For the interpretation of cylindrical electrostatic probe 

measurements in hypersonic turbulent wakes under the conditions usually 

encountered in ballistic ranges, the basic collisionless theory of 

Langmiir becomes completely inapplicable, because the probes are immersed 

in a collision-dominated flow (Reference I). In the course of the years, 

many alternative theories fcr cylindrical probes in continui. flow have 

been proposed; however, it seems quite possible that «The -nieory' of 

electrostatic probes has not yet seen the light of day. In this situation. 

*• have si^>lr decided to program all of the available theories and to 

»ee to what sort of predictions they lead. 
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The objective of this section of the report is to give r6sum6s 

of the mathematic»! formulations into which the various theories have 

been manipulatod for the purposes of computation of icn densities in the 

hypersonic turbulent wake. For further details on a number of the probe 

theories, the reader is referred to the report by Cantin (Reference 11). 

4-1 Definition of Some Physical Quantities 

4.1.1 Current Density 

If I is »he current collected by a cylindrical probe of length 

t and radius a. then by definition, the current density at the surface of 
the probe is given by 

J - I/2nU. 

If J is expressed in milliamperes/cm2. I in nanoamperes, and a and £ in 

millimeters, t. en one obtains 

J - 1.591 x 10"$ I/ta. (4) 

4.1.2 Ion Mobility 

After the first approximation of the Chapman-Enskog theory, 

-he mobility of ions can be ».ritten (Reference 12) as 

8N(2lfroR)
1o (5) 

••*•    Mj is the ion mobility 

• is the electron charge 

M is the neutral particle density 

k is the Boltzman constant 

T is the temperature 
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Mp is the reduced mass 

a     is the collision cross-section. 

The reduced mass VL  is defined by 

1^ ■ mM/(ni+M) 

where M represents the ion mass and m the mass of a gas molecule. 

From the kinetic theory of gases it is shown that 

a = I/^IA.N 
i 

where X. is the mean free path for ions. The mobility at any pressure 

and temperature can be written in terms of the mobility P at 760 torr 

and 273° K by an equation of the form (Reference 11) 

..CP.T) . PO c^) \ T 
273' (6) 

The pressure p is measured in torr; VQ was taken equal to 1.7 cm
2/Volt-sec. 

4.1.3 Ion Mean Free Path 

From equations 5 and 6 it follows that 

*. ■ 1.426 x 10"8 ^/wjj (7) 

where X. is measured in centimeters and M. is measured in cm2/volt-second. 

The quantity PR is equal to the product of the reduced mass with Avogadro's 

number. 

j 
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4.2 Static Theories 

4.2.1 Theory of Zakharova 

From equation 4b in the paper by Zakharova et al. (Reference 2), 
we can show that 

where 

ni B [osi" \ 8kN. 
/"FT 

Ai   Te   i ^o 

n. is the ion density 

NA is Avogadro's number 

PM is the molecular weight of the ion 

Te is the electron temperature 

xo ■ (1 ♦ u)  (1 ♦ o u) 

u L1Ti£L   CV'X./J^)1/5 

(8) 

and 
a   ■    0.5 for cylindrical probes 

V       is the voltage on the probe. 

Other symbols have previously been defined. 

If the various constants in equation 8 are replaced by their 
numerical values we obtain 

20.25 a(mm) J.OnA/cm2)       
n.Ccm') x 10- =   x.(cm) T («K)  \| PMT An ^ '     & 

i     e i        o 

»-lo 

It is assumed here that T a T. = T. 
e  i 

4.2.2 Theory of Su and Kiel 

Equation 2.3 of the article of Su and Kiel (Reference 3) 

I. = n. [2TT Ä kCT^T.^./jmOrilAlaJ (10) 

WMMM 
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contains only symbols w.üch have previously been defined. Replacing the 
constants by their numerical values we obtain 

3           a(mm)J (mA/cm2) 
n^ctn 3) x 10 10 = i  

lij (cm2/Volt-sec)  |_J 
An 0.7853&/a 
1.38076 (T +T.) 

^ e i 

xlOs 
(11) 

4.2.3 Theory of Schulz and Brown 

The equations derived by Schulz and Brown (Reference 4) are 

li   m   ^iryje V2a"2Y2 (12) 

Ij    =    2naÄJ (r /a)   (3/2 ctp) 
r    g (13) 

J 
r- g" --g'-    ^     (14) Y     f    Eya^-lr -  Crg/a) An  {re/a+[(rff/a)2. l}1) 

Jr    =    en.(kTi/2TiM)J 
(15) 

where 

and 

e
0 

is "he permittivity of free space 

r  is the radius of the sheath. 

The value of the constant a appearing in equation 13 was determined 

empirically by Schulz and Brown. However, Kulgein (Reference 5) has 
shown that 

a ■ g/S^p« +Te/T.)] a Jln(Ä/a). (16) 

(It should be noted that there is no relation between the a defined in 

equation 16 and that defined in the theory of Zakharova) 
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To simplify the solution of the set of equations (12 - 15), it 

is convenient to find the inverse of equation 14, so that the normalized 

sheath radius r /a is expressed as a function of y.    The solution given 

by Cantin (Reference 11) is 

r /a = explA(AnY/+ BÄnY+c] (17) 

where    A ■ 0.0451 

B = 0,3663 

and      C = 0.7717. 

In solving the equations, Y is first obtained from equation 12. Then 

r /a is found from equation 17. Substituting equation 15 into equation 

13 and replacing the constants by their values, one obtains finally the 

ion density 

1.1478J. (inA/cm2)/PM/T.xl0
2 

4.3 Kinetic Theories 

4.3.1 Theory of Kulgein 

Kulgein (Reference 5) employs the same equations as Schulz 

and Brown but he assumes that because of the flow velocity, only the 

forward half of the surface of the cylindrical probe collects ions. 

Thus ecuation 12 is replaced by 
■■ 

The factor Y which depends on the sheath radius r /a can be evalued as 

previously. In addition Kulgein obtains 

I  = 2en.AU(l-a2/r 2)a, (20) 

I 

I 
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where    U is the local flow velocity. 

From these equations, one can show that the ion density is given by 

.     6.44 x lO- x J. (mA/cma) 
n^cm'3) x 10' 

U(ft/sec) (a/r -r /a) 
S g 

(21) 

4.5.2 Thin Sheath Theory of Clements and Smy 

The theory of Clements and Smy (Reference 6) for the case of 

a cylindrical probe surrounded by a thin sheath leads to the following 

relation between the probe current I. and the ion density n 

I  - 5.3 (£ u.a)i(eUn.)3 V!*. 1 0 1      1 (22) 

Replacing the constants by their numerical values, rearranging tarmz  and 

changing the system of units, we obtain 

.-10 
n.Ccm" ) x 10"10 ■ 5.774 x 10€ 

J.-OnA/cm2) -a/3 

lii(cm2/Volt-sec)V2(Volt) 0(K7Me) (25) 

4.3.3 Thick Sheath Theory of Clements and Smy 

Clements and Smy (Reference 7) have published a second theory 

treating the case where the probe is surrounded by a thick sheath, and 

leading to the relation 

i 

2iTniie0)in(nieW)2/h 

[Ml.^n.euaJn]  2/3 (24) 

This equation can also be  vritten as 

i——— 

^eUn^ veUn.''      a   Aja J. (25) 
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i o 
By nonwliring i^ by 10 , *t can be shown that 

TTJ 

eUn 
JAmA/cm2) 

and 

V 
a ^5 ^    2.975 x 10 tfffl*  ^.OJ^^/c») 

A computrr subroutine is used to nuaerically invert equation 

25 to obtain n.- 

5.0 ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR THE VELOCITY AND TEMPERAITiRE 

DISTRIBUTIONS IN A HYPERSONIC SPHERE WAKE  

It is evident, fro« examining the mathematical expressions 

for probe current given in the previous section, that in addition to 

depending on the ion density, the current also depends on the electron 

and ion teaperatures (here presumed equal to the neutral teaperatures), 

and in the case of the kinetic theories, on the flow velocity. Now, in 

this connection, the wakes of 2.7 inch diameter hypersonic spheres have 

been extensively studied at DREV (Reference IS), as a result, experimental 

tewperature and velocity data are available. Two independent techniques 

have permitted the measurement of the listribution of velocity in the 

direction parallel to the wake axis: that of the transverse electrostatic 

probe survey array (Reference 1) and that of the sequence of sparks 

(Reference 13). An important contribution of the spark technique has been 

to establish that the radial profiles of velocity have approxiaately the 

for« of a ga^tsian distribution. 

V/V. - O^/VJexp^R/r)1) 

i 
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where 

v. it the velocity coaponent peril lei to the wake uU 

V0 is the value of V on the wake axis 

V. is the velocity of the projectile 

% is the radial coordinate 

r  is the width at V/V_ ■ V /V e. 
o • 

A* a result the velocity field in the wake is co^>letely deterained if 

the behaviors of Vo and r as functions of the nonalised axial distance 

are known. Following the sperk velocity analysis, ttvigny at al. 

(Reference 1) have also used the gaussian distribution to fit radial dis- 

tributions of velocity estiaates obtained fro« pairs of ion probes. 

Their results are suMarised in Figures 4 and S which give the behavior 

of the velocity wake radius and the wake velocity on the axis for the 

firings of 2.7 inch diaaeter spheres at 14.S00 feet/second in nitrogen 

atmospheres at 7.6 and 20 torr respectively. In the figures, the open 

circles represent nomalixed velocity radii (r^O) while the solid 

circles represent noraalized wake velocity on the axis (V /V-). 
o  * 

The other physical variable which aust .* known before the 

Ion density can be calculated is the temperature. TTie temperature can 

be deduced fro. the uss density distribution if me asstaes that the 

pressure is constant in the wake and that the coapresslbillty factor is 

unity. Dionne and Tardlf. utiliting the Mectron bee. fluorescence probe 

technique (Reference 14) have aeasured the radial profiles of aaas 

density behind 2.7 inch diaaeter spheres flown at 14.S00 feet/second in 

a nitrogen ataosphere at 7.6 torr. Proa these aeasureaents. and asswing 

the teaperaturf excess (T/T.-l) to be gaussfan. they have deterained the 

behavior of the temperature eicess on the wake axis (T /T.-!) and the 

wake temperature radius yp, as shown in Figure 6 (Reference 1$). 

Unfortunately the electron beam technique did not allow aeasureaents to 

be made at higher pressures. In order to aake calculation» of ion 

density levels at 20 torr. we have been obliged to use the same (7.* 

torr nitrogen) temperature date 
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Obviou-ily • grMt   »»«pllfK.t Ion   in prOffTWlng   If pMtlbl«  if 

UblM of r.pcri^nt.l  dat.  cn b«  r«pl.c*d bf wi-lytlctl  •tpmtimt. 

Accordingly, an anal^icnl txprottion of th« fora 

totiiCQ)    ■   •♦»    loMOWtQ1 

hä» boon found to roprotont rooMMbljr »«n tho velocity (loforonco 1) 

romiltt and tho ttaporaturo (Kof«ronco IS) rotultt »h«m in Pigurot 4 - §. 

TM valtM of tho constant 'c' corrotpondt to tho axial coordinata of tho 

point of origin tor tha curva. Tha valua« of tho coottants a M^ b «or« 

datarainad by the nathod of loaat noaa tquaroa. ilia valuoa of tha throa 

constant» a, bt and e an glvoo in Tablo IV for oach of tho profiloa 

Shovn in PigUTM 4 - 6  For value» I/O »Miler th«n c. it is asstMd 

that Q ■ lO*. or that tha profilas ara Hat in this region  ibis is a 

cmda siaplification; howavar, it is not nocoss^-y to inprove upon it 

liven tha SMll «aount of experlaentel data involved 

••0 UnHtmJfTM.  KESULTS 

Because of tho statistical charactar of turtalonco. tho 

dotornination of any fluctuating physical quantity aasociatad With tha 

turbulent »aka of a hyparaonic projoctila roquiros May independent ob* 

sonrations. 1o carry out a MasuroMnt cn tho ballistic range raqulras 

tha repetition of tho -iperioent nany tlnos under the saao oiporlnontal 

conditions. At tho »OM tiM( depending on the nature of tho quantity 

irdar study. It nay happen that certain critical condUlons ara difficult 

to reproduce. This is a problea when dealing with charge density. Iha 

charge density level» depend on the conposltion of tho gaa filling tha 

range, tha cleanliness of the projectile, and af OtEV. on tho cloonlinoas 

of a 400 foot long. 10 foot dianetor night chMbor. »hilo tho current 

collected car. bo affected by tho cloanlinoss of the probe». All of those 

factor» are difficult to control. Unless one has a aean» of »electing 

or rating the round», one oust expect to encounter large variations la 
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th« mmttuTfi ion  d»n*ify fro« on« round to anothor. Th*  teatttrlng of 

tho WMurowntt if auch ttrongor in tht c«t« of ion dontity than It ltt 

for «M^lo. in th« cat« of atMuroMatt of convtction volocitx 

(Mforonco I). It It nocotauy, th»r»f-ro. to ««orcli« car« bafor« 

daciding to includa any particular round In tha aaalrtis. 

All of tha round« cootidarad hara hava baan obtaload by firingt 

in nitrofan atao«ph«r«. «ith«r at 7.6 torr or at 20 torr. Houavar, thara 

aro coMldarably aora ratultt avallabl« at 7.6 torr than at tha highar 

pr«««urat a gro»» nuabar of about 20 round., in fact. Thl« larga m«bar 

of round« aaka« it potaibla to discard iaodiataly any round »hota aaan 

bahavior appaar« doubtful. Such abnormal bahavior could raault fraa a 

•pall on tha projactlla (ahich «a« not datactad on tha flash l-rar tfttm) 

or by tha praaaaca of a piaca of «abot following behind tha projactlla In 

Its aaka aa It pasaaa tha aspartaaatal station. Fra^uantly. ona can spot 

anoMlia« diractljr froa tha proba »tgnaU. but thi« I« not an infallibla 

aathod, particularly if tha problaa ariaa« froa rang« ataosphara 

contaatnation. TWo othar indapandant aquipaantt «boa« raault» dapand oa 

charga danaitx lavtU la tha aaka provlda tha aaan« to aasa«« th« quality 

of tha proba raault«. Ona of thaaa it a doubtabaaa aicrouava inttr 

faroaatar «hila tha »acond it a «ti-channci tcattaroaatar u«ad to study 

tha distribution of aicrowava radiation «cottarid froa tha ionitad «aka 

Coaparison of tha rasults on a round froa aaong all tha ionitation- 

«aasitiva aquipaants paraits tha dataction of probably aoat of tha 

anoaaliias -huh My ba prasant during any atpariaant.  (Ona tairasolvod 

problaa is that both aicrowava aquipaaats ara downranga of tha ion proba 

axpcriaantal station, so that an anoaaly dua to a fragaant for ax^la. 

aight no longar ba prasant whan tha projactlla pasta« tha othar stations). 

On tha basis of thaaa coaparison, th« nuab«r of rounds at 7.6 torr wa« 

raducad to 14 rounds for analysis. Mowavar, following a prallainary study, 

anothar thraa rounds war» prunad bacausa of an apparantly paculiar bahavior, 

thus laavlng alavan for analysis. Aaong thasa thraa. two shewod aaan 

currant lavals which wara about an ordar of aagnituda highar than tha 

aaan of tha othar maids, uhila tha dacraaaa of current uith tha incraasa 
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of Mtol dlstaAc« iMhlnd th« proJMtllt »M «bnomslly tlo». Th« thlH 

r«j«ctcd round »hewed • slaiUr b«h«vtor to thoto of th. ot».or two 

rojoctod round», although tho offoctt «or« IM» pronowicod. Tho rtjoctlon 

of th«t« thro» round» could bo orguod a» b«tn( »oM«h»t arbttrarr: U 

fact. thi. daemon »oow tho onlr logical procadur». glvon tho dl»cu»»lon 
abovo. 

If It «u poaalblo to osorcUo a dogroo of fMtldlouanoit» la 

tbo »oloctlon of tho»» ro»ult» which »»r» to bo included In tho ana.rti» 

at 7.6 torr, unfortunatalr It k u not so oaar to bo soloetlvo la tho caao 

of tho roault» at 20 torr. la offoct, bocauat of tho »Mil raabor of 

round» con»tltutlng th» rosult». It «ra» f»lt necattary to ko«p la tho 

«naljrsl» aoaa uhlch uoro not con»ld»rod porfoct. Porfoctlon 1» a rolatlva 

tor«; bouovor, nono of tho round» rotolnod In tho analysls oablbltod a 

bobavlor »lallar to that found in tha throa rojoctod roiad» fro« tho 7.i 

torr ro»ult». To tho contrary, tho »cottar of tho-o ro»ult» la coaplotoly 

randoo. Tba ouabor of round» included In tho analr»!» at 20 torr wntod 
to »la. 

Although fou papar» ara avallabla concerntng point waauranant» 

of charge dantlty In tha «alia (Rafaronca» | . 10), these do tean to be in 

•grooMnt In attributing to tho radial profllaa of Ion donalty (Rafaranca» 

I, 9) and electron density (Reference 10). an appro«iaetaly gauaalan 

di»trlbutlon. Thl» observation 1» conflnwd. a po»t»rlori. by tho ro»ult« 

of the present paper. Our  analyal» of the ion density »»tlaato» nada with 
tho »urvoy array la thus a repeat of tho typo of analyal» performed In the 

ca»a of the convection velocity oatlaata» described in Referonco I. The 

aonsurewnts belonging >'o the SOM pressure are first grouped Into aaial 

banda according to the :onbinatlon 60-30.60 (Reforonco I), «bore the 

flrat nunber doalgnates the axial coordinate of the first band, the second 

la the distance between the centers of adjacent bends, and. finally the 

third Is the eldth of the bend  Since the third mabor Is largor than 

the soeond. It follows that adjacent bands are partially overlapping, 

■a take for granted here that tho site of the axial bands has but llttla 
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InfliMnct on th« final rt»ultt of th« an*l)-tit. as «o hava thown In tho 

cat» of valocltjr —a>urwM>ntt (Mfaronco 1). Hia coablnaclon 60-30-60 

u tha prafarrad chotc* hara ovar othar« (tafaranca 1) bacatrta It offor« 

ratolutlon (a radial prof 11« It ofctalnad at ovary SO dlMotor« bohlnd the 

projoctllo) as «all a« ttatltvleal prasltloa. 

Tho radial prof 11a« daflnod by thl« cholco ara flt^.ad 

Individually by tba gaui«tan function 

uatni tba atthod of loa«t aoaa »quara«. Hara 

n  1« tba loo dMMlty at any point in tbo *aka, 

a  U tba loa daaalty oa tba «aba aalt at tba taaa l/D 

ri It tba »on daatlty radlut of tbo «aba. 

Flgurat 7a «nd Sa «bo« on« radial density prof11« for oacb of tbo tao 

rang* pra««uro« of 7.6 «ad 20 torr In nltrofon. Tha Ion doaslty, 

noraallgad by th« Ion danaltv on th« waJt» aal« ("j/",,). '» plottod at • 

function of nonMlttad radial dlatanc« fro« th« waba aal« (V0). Tba 

open circle« repretent tndvpvndvnt ettlaata« of th« Ion donalty, «bll« 

tba tolld circle« represent value« averaged over radial band« of width 

A(b/D) • 0.2. Tba eoatlnuoua Una 1« tba ra«ult of the fit to tbo data 

and «boo« tbo gooaral tr«nd of the a«a«uraa«nt«. Evidently the radial 

dlatrlbutlon« of Ion ien«ity confora to the gmittlan curve. A« woll. It 

«bould b« rvaarbad that tba gauttlan character of tba profile« at 20 torr 

It vary proaouacod even av ralatlvaly large aalal dlttaacat behind the 

prejoctll« (Plgura la). Goaarally, It appear« that tb« radial profll«« 

at 7.6 torr (Appandlx •) lota their gauttlan appearance at taollar aalal 

dlataaca« behind tb« «pbere than do the roflle« at 20 torr (Appeodli C). 

(«a «ill dlacu«« later the effect of th. on the raeultt). 
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Omccmlng th» prtcttion of th« radial prof 11a fltt, tha aola 

■athod of avaluatlng chit contlats In obtaining tha contour* of coofldanca 

(tafarancaa lt 16). Flgurat 7b and lb »how four tuch contours surrounding 

a point (imllcnad by a cross) «host coordlnatas aro tha flttad valuas of 

tha pnraaatars ^ and r^/O pravlousljr dtflntd. As In tha casa of convaction 

valocltr T-afaraica 1), «• «111 usa hara tha 90% confldanca contours In 

specifying tha arror Halts. 

Tha baWlor of tha Ion danslty lavals along tha axis of th« 

«abas of 2.7 inch dlaaatar S|haras flown at 14.S00 faot/sacond In nltrogan 

•laotphvras. as pradlctad by rarlous thaorlas, ara axhlbltad In Plguras 

9 to 15. Tha first t«ot Figures 9 and 10. concarn the prodlctloos of th« 

static thaorlaa, thoaa of Zakharova «t al.. Su and Klal, and Schult and 

Irown, at 7.6 torr and at 20 torr, raspactlvaly. r:»« results shown In 

fhasa two figures posaeas certain characteristics In coaaon. Apparently, 

the theoo of Zakharova at al. predicts a value of n , the atlt value of 

ton dentlty, which It appreciably larger than that pradlctad by tha two 

other ttatlc theorlet. In fact, thlt la % imply becauae the theory of 

Zakhtrov«. aa originally darivad (Rafarenc« 2), It In error by a factor 

of about S-l (Befarenca II). Wien tha propar correction Is nade, the 

'■odlflod* th«cry of Zakharova tands to coincide with that of Su and Klal. 

«ic«pt that th». th«ory of Su aiwl Klal was d«rivad assualng a thin shatth. 

whereas that of Zakharova contains a correction for the effect of th««th 

thickness. (Allowance for the affects of sheath thickness leads th« 

'■odlfled* Zakharova theory to predict soaawhat lower Ion density lev«ls 

than Su and Klal theory). In thlt papar. we hav« prefrrred to r«s«r\« 

ih« nea« 'Zakharova theory* for the original theoretical devalopaaot aa 

publlshad by Zakharova at al. 

Having dl«po»«d of th« probl«t of aqilalnlng th« largar valuas 

of ton danslty predicted by Zakharova theory, w« no«« turn to oth«r «ffects. 

It Is evident that the wake ton density calculated fro« the theory of 9a 

and Kiel («id consaqiwntly froa th« 'aodlfled* theory of Zakharova as well) 

does not differ ^  rly froa the Ion density d«duc«d froa th« theory of 

r 
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Schult and Brown. Th« «grt—nt between the results of tht application 

of Su and Kiel thoory and Schult and Brown theory is «van bwttar at higher 

prassura (Pigura 10). A final observation concerning the ion density 

deduced froa the «static* theories is that, with the possible exception 

of the theory of So and Kiel at 7.6 torr. the axial value of the ion 

density appears to decay over the aajor person of the axial distance 

according to a law of the for« 

n0 • (X/O)"" 

which is valid to about 400 diaaeters behind the projectile. (It 4s 

interesting to note that a two-body recoabination scheae, independent of 

te^rature. leads to a decay law for the charge density which varies as 

(X/D)'" (References 10. 17) and which iaplias that diffusion of electrons 

does not play an iaportant role in the near wake (Refer-nee 17)). At 

axial distances greater than X/D • 400, there is an apparent flattening 

of the decay, barely perceptible at 20 torr, but very evident at 7.6 torr. 

This is alaost certainly the result of attaaptini to neasure probe currents 

down in the noise of the recording syatea. Miile the preaaplifiar-line- 

driver systaa was «ore than adequate, liaitations Sad to be iaposed on the 

sensitivity with which various signals could be recorded because of the 

lach of an adequate nuaber of recording channels. Probes located near 

the center of the wake were aatched to a recording sensitivity considerably 

below that used with probes neer the edge of the wake, siaply uecause of 

the desire to record the initial part of the signals and the inability to 

allocat« sufficient nuabers of other recording channels to observe the 

signal behavior at larger axial distances. fTie recording coaproaise has 

been discussed in soae detail in Reference II). 

If we coapere the ion density levels along the wake axis at 

the two pressures, we note that the value of n a* 20 torr is about an 
o 

order of aagnitw^ larger than it is at 7.6 totr, for all theories. 

Another apparent difference is that at axial distances less than 100. the 

value of no stays constant as X/D decreases for the .'0 torr case, but 
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continues to Increase as X/D decreases for the 7.6 torr data. (However, 

this particular effect may not be real. On tho basis of observations on 

the wake structure (Reference 18). the wake velocity radii (Reference 1). 

and the wake ion density radii to be diseased later in this report, the 

wake behind a 2.7 inch diameter sphere at 20 torr is narrower than it is 

at 7.6 torr. Since the ion probes of the array ar« sivuated rather far 

fro« the axis at saall axial distances, the high electron densities near 

the axis aay be inadequately represented in the mdial distributions, and 

the peak value on the axis may be underestimated, particularly at 20 torr 

because of the narrower wake width). Again, as previously mentioned, 

another difference is that at 7.6 torr the ion density on the axis decays 

with increasing axial distance according to a -2 power law, and apparently 

reaches a plateau a about X/D - 400, while the presence of a plateau is 

barely perceptible in the 20 torr results. However, as regards this 

difference, as previously explained, the probable cause is simple lack of 

sensitivity in the recording of the probe signals, particularly those 

from near the center of the wake. 

Let us now recall that in addition to treating the probe results 

with the various static probe theories, we have also employed the kinetic 

theory of Kulgein and the two kinetic theories of Clements and Smy, for 

thin sheaths and for thick sheaths. Since the kinetic theories try 

to take account of the velocity of the ionized medium with respect to 

probes immersed in it, presumably they should be better adapted than 

static theories to ballistic range conditions. Figures 11 and 12 show 

ion density data along the wake axis at 7.6 torr and 20 torr using the 

various kinetic theories and can be compared with Figures 9 and 10 

obtained with the static theories. On comparing the two sets of figures, 

one realizes immediately that the axial profiles obtained with the kinetic 

theory have almost the same appearance as those obtained with the static 

theories: There is the same linear region from about 100 to 400 diameters 

where the axis value of the ion density decreases with axial distance as 

a -2 power law. Again, the 20 torr results indicate a plateau at small 

axial distances less than 100 diameters, while the 7.6 torr results show 
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a plateau for X/D exceeding 400. A discussion of these observations has 

already been given in the case of the static theories.  In the case of 

the kinetic theories, the effect of pressure is such that the level of 

ionization at 20 torr is about 5-10 ^imes that predicted at 7.6 torr. 

What really distinguishes the predictions of the kinetic 

theories from the static theories is the difference in the calculated 

levels of ionization density.  (Here we must remind ourselves tc ignore 

the Zakharova theory ^-"ultr) in the static case, because of the errors 

in the Zakharova theory which, when corrected, cause the Zakharova results 

to lie close tc the results of Su and Kiel theory).  Ignoring Zakharova 

theory, then, the kinetic theories predict a level of ionization which is 

a factor of 10 lower than the static theories at 7.6 torr. At 20 torr, 

the difference is even slightly larger than it is at 7.6 torr. One 

should not be too shocked by the size of these differences.  It is now 

recognized (Reference 6) that the static theories are probably grossly 

inadequate for probes immersed in a flowing collision-dominated plasma. 

The calculation of the confidence contours such as those given 

in Figure 4b and 5b is very time-consuming. For this reason we have 

limited ourselves to calculating these contours for only one theory out 

of the six discussed previously, namely, the thin sheath theory of 

Clements and Smy. Even so, since we are dealing with the same experimental 

measurements, the error limits determined with one theory should be 

representative of the error limits pertaining to the other theories. 

Figure 13 shows two of the profiles previously given in Figures 11 and 12 

but with the addition of horizontal and vertical bars on many of the 

points to specify the indicated precision. As previously mentionned the 

vertical lines are based upon the 90% confidence contours. The horizontal 

bars represented an imprecision of ± 15 diameters in the value of X/D, 

resulting from the fact that the mean currents are evalued from 0.5 

millisecond long segments of prcbe signal. This has been discussed in 

more detail in a previous report (Reference 1). From Figure 13, we can 

stace in the way of conclusion, thut the values of the ion density along 

the wake axis are fairly well define. 
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The ultimate interest in the present research lies obviously in 

the comparison of the ion density levels estimated through the employment 

of various probe theories with the ionization levels obtained by other 

techniques. At 7 6 torr, information concerning the electron density 

distribution is available from measurements on a small number of rounds 

made with a dual channel microwave interferometer. In this technique 

(Reference 19), the two simultaneous phase shift measurements obtained 

with the two channels are used to solve for the amplitude and radius of 

the assumed gaussian distribution of electron density in the wake.  In 

addition, one 7.6 torr firing has been observed with very fine wire 

(Langmuir) probe instrumentation (Reference 20). At 20 torr only micro- 

wave interferometer results are available. 

Figure 14 compares the profile of ion density deduced on the 

wake axis using the thin sheath theory of Clements and Smy (solid circles) 

with the electron density on the wake axis obtained by averaging over the 

results of interferometer measurements on four different rounds (open 

hexagons) and with the electron density measured by a Langmuir probe 

situated at a radial distance of 0.78 sphere diameters from the axis of 

the wake (half-solid circles). All these measurements were obtained with 

2.7 inch diameter spheres flown in 7.6 torr nitrogen at Mach 13. Since 

the atmosphere was nitrogen in these investigations, no electron attachment 

should occur (Reference 17) and the electron and ion densities in the wake 

should be comparable. The results (Figure 14) indicate that at 7.6 torr 

and an axial distance of 100 diameters behind the sphexe. the ion density 

level predicted by the Clements and Smy thin sheath theory is a factor 

of five too high, based on the assumed correctness of the interferometer 

data. This is a disappointing result. However, at higher axial distances, 

the results seem to tend to a better agreement:  In the axial distance 

range from 240 to 400 diameters, the results of all the various techniques 

agree within a factor of two.  It will be noticed, as before, that the ion 

probe results indicate a kind of plateau in ion density at axial distances 

greater than 400 diameters, while the electron density levels deduced from 

the Langmuir probe continue to decay with axial distance. This fact 

confirms the previously expressed explanation of the apparent flattening 

of the ion density decay. 

mim-nmmm 
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At 20 torr, only interferometer electron density results are 

available with which to compare the ion density levels inferred from the 

ion probe theories. Contrary to wha". might be expected, the difference 

between these two sets of data (Figure 15) is larger at higher pressure. 

At an axial distance of 100 diameters, the ion density levels predicted 

by the Clements and Smy thin sheath theory are about 15 times higher than 

the electron density inferred with the interferometer equipment, while at 

400 diameters, the difference is about a factor of seven. The inter- 

ferometer data at 20 torr in nitrogen were obtained by averaging over the 

results of three separate rounds, but seem reasonably consistent with 

the interferometer data at 7.6 torr.  The results of the comparison of 

the predictions of the probe theory with the measurements of the inter- 

ferometer equipment must once again be classified as disappointing.  It 

would seem indeed to confirm that 'The Theory1 of electrostatic ion probes 

does not yet exist. 

Before terminating the discussion of the ion density levels, 

one additional point can be added. Certain US laboratories tend to 

present the results of their charge density measurements (via cavities or 

interferometers) in the form where the inn  or electron density is integrated 

along a line traversing the center of the wake in a direction perpendicular 

to the axis.  In order to facilitate the comparison of the present results 

with those of other laboratories we have calculated the value of the 

following integral (Reference 21) 

m n e'^V dR =^n r. = n.D . 
oo  o O 1    1 p 

The results of these calculations are given in Figures 16 and 17. 

Generally the bahavior of the profiles of n.D (Figures 16, 17) are not 

unlike those for n , the ion density level on the wake axis (Figures 9 - 

12). However, there are slight differences as concerns the slope of the 

decay in the so-called linear region (between 100 and 400 diameters behind 

the projectile). For example, the slope of the n.D curve at 7.6 torr is 

minus 1.5, while that for n is minus 2 (Figure 16). However, at 20 torr, 

both the n.D and the n curves decay with axial distance in accord with a 
i p       o 

slope of minus 2 (Figure 17). 

■ 
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In addition to the behavior with axial distance of n . the ion 
o* 

density on the wake axis, the fitting of the radial ion density profiles 

deduce! from the various theories provides equally the behavior of the 

ion density radius of the wake. Figures 18 and 19 show the behavior 

with axial distance of the ion density wake radius predicted by the 

kinetic theories at pressures of 7.6 torr and 20 torr respectively. The 

error bars on the two figures have been defined in the same manner as 

those shown in Figure 13. The solid line representing the equation 

0.4 CX/D)   has been found to represent the wake core width as measured 

from schlieren photographs of the wakes of Mach 13 spheres at various 

pressures (Reference 22). At 7.6 torr it has not been possible to determine 

the ion density wake radius beyond X/D ■ 400 diameters, because of the 

strong scattering of the data (Figure 18) which reduces to almost nil the 

precision of the estimate of the parameter r.•  (in other words the 

intervals of confidence tend to extend to infinity). This phenomenon is 

undoubtedly related to the flattening in the profile of the axis ion 

density observed in the 7.6 torr results when X/D exceeds 400 (Figures 9 

and 11). At the higher pressure of 20 torr, the ion density radius of 

the wake remains defined until almost 1000 diameters bthind the projectile 

(Figure 19). However, in this case, the precision of the results is 

impaired because the number of measurements available is too small. 

For purpose of comparison. Figure 20 summarizes the results 

obtained at 7.6 torr and at 20 torr concerning the radius of the ion 

density distribution in the wake of a 2.7 inch diameter sphere flown at 

Mach 13. Obviously, the profile corresponding to the ion radius at 20 

torr (PooD = 54 torr inches) falls below the profile at 7.6 torr (PooD = 

20 torr inches). The shift in these results is systematic and statistically 

significant. The direction of the shift indicates that an increase in 

ambient pressure entails a shrinking of the size of the ion density wake. 

At 7.6 torr, as well as at higher pressures, the size of the ion wake is 

notably smaller than the size of the so-called schlieren wake. Conclusions 

similar to these have been drawn by Heckman and Sevigny in their study of 

the wake structure behind hypersonic spheres (Reference 18). 

r 
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In the preceding paragraphs, we have not referred to any 

particular theory in discussing the behavior of the radius of the ion 

density distribution in the wake. This is because the three kinetic 

theories predict the same values for the wake ion radius. As for the 

predictions of the static theories, these indicate an ion radius somewhat 

larger than do the kinetic theories. Nevertheless, since these theories 

do not really correspond to reality, in the sense that they completely 

neglect plasma flow velocity, we have preferred to ignore the static 

theory predictions in this case.  For those readers who wish to further 

examine the above statements, a listing of results is given in Appendix A. 

Figures 21 and 22 compare the radii of the ion density dis- 

tributions in the wake from Figures 18-20 with the radii of the electron 

density distributions as deduced from the dual channel interferometer 

equipment, at 7.6 and at 20 torr respectively. At both pressures the ion 

density radii are significantly lower than the interferometer electron 

density radii. The interferometer results are the result of averaging 

over four rounds at 7.6 torr and three rounds at 20 torr. In the case of 

these charge density radii we are inclined to put more confidence in the 

ion probe data. The equation which defines the electron density radius is 

very nonlinear (Reference 20) and the results are probably biased towards 

oven  imat ion of the size of the electron density radius. 

7.0 CONCLUSION 

The spatially-resolved distributions of charged particles in 

hypersonic turbulent wakes are of interest for the theoretical modeling 

of such flows, and they are equally of interest for explaining the 

scattering of microwave energy from wakes. This report is a description 

of the results of a major research effort undertaken to determine 

expe Mentally, through the use of electrostatic probes and existing probe 

theory, the levels of ion density in the turbulent wakes behind 2.7 inch 

f       diameter titanium spheres flown at 14,500 feet/second in a ballistic 
1       range filled with nitrogen, at 7.6 torr and at 20 torr. 

I 
! *-;-J 
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The sajor problm encountered in this work It that concer.iod 

with the theoretical interpretation of the current seen by an electrostatic 

probe in tems of ion density. During the past few years, «any theoretical 

interpretations of the current to an ion probe have been proposed. These 

.m be divided into two aain categories: the 'static' theories which do 

not consider the flow velocity of the plassM in which a probe is iaaersed 

and the 'kinetic' theories which atteapt to account for the effects of the 

flow velocity. Generally speaking, the theories indicate that the current 

collected by an ion probe of convenient diswnsions is not uniquely dependent 

on ion density, but also depends on such physical variables as the tea* 

perature, pressure, probe potential, and in the case of the kinetic thoories, 

on the bulk velocity of the Mdiia. Nhere the 'probleai' arises is that the 

probe theories differ in their predictims of th« details of the dependence 

of the probe cur.^nt on the various physical variiblta listed above. 

A practical problaa of considerable consecjcnce is that the 

application of the various theories cannot be carried out unless the 

required velocity and teaperature data for the experiaental Mdlia art 

known. The work described in this report has benefited greatly by being 

a sub-portion of a auch larger research prograa in turbulent wakes; in 

the course of this prograa the wake velocity and teaperature distributions 

needed to apply the various probe theories have been experiaentally 

deteralned by our colleague» and ourselves. 

Three static theories for electrostatic probes and three 

kinetic theories have been applied to the aean current data obtained In 

the wake by aean» of a transverse survey array of cylindrical ion probes. 

In each case, the theory has been applied to the current aeasureaents to 

construct a radial distribution of Ion dersity estiaotes. These radial 

distributions have been fitted with gauaslan curves by the aethod of laaat 

aean squares. Two paraaeters of the ion density distributions srt 

deteralned: the ion density on the axi» of the wake and the ion density 

radius of the wake. 

r 
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If «• consider th« r«tuli« conc«mln| the ion dmtlty on th» 

mk» uls, «• find that th« static thaorias pradict ionitatioa lavalt 

which ara an ord«r of aagnltuda largar than tha klnatic thaoriaa at both 

7.6 and 20 tonr. In turn tha kinatic thaoriat pradict ion dontity tavatt 

«diich ara hlfhar than tha alactron daatlt/ lavalt Masurad with a alcro- 

wava intarfaraMtar oqulpMnt. At J.i,  torr. tha klnatic thaoriaa ••«■ to 
bo about a factor of flva too high at 100 dlaaatara bahind tho projactlla, 

but at largar axial dittonco« (240-400 diasotort) tha ion daulty raavlu 

of tha ion probat, and th« alactron dantitx raaultt of tha IntarfaraMtar 

at wall at tho raaultt of a Langauir proba. ara all withia a factor of two. 

Thlt It parhopt tho aott oocouraging ratult to ba obtalaad. Howawar. at 

highor protturot (20 torr). tho diffaraaca batwaan tha raaultt lacraaaaa. 

and tho kinotic thoory loaliatien lawalt ara about an ordar of aagnltudo 

highor than tha aicrowava latarfaroaatar rotulti. 

' 

In actual flgurat, tha klaatlc thaoriat pradict Ion dantlty 

lavalt of about S a I0>c at 1/0 > 100 and obout 10* at I/O ■ 400, for 
altrogaa at 7.4 torr. Tha corratpooding alactron dontltjr lavalt froo tho 

latarfaroMtar ara S a 10* at X/D • 100 and 7 x 10^ tt i/D . 400. At 

"0 torr, At Mnatic thaoriat pradict ion dantitiat of about I.S s 10" 

• t t/D • 100 and about 10'• at 1/0 • 400, «hi la tha corratpooding intar- 

foroMtor ratultt ara I x 10* and I.S i lO» ratpoctivalf. «o caa 

concludo froo thoto coaparitont that 'Tho Thoory' of oloctrottatic probot 

hat yat to too tha light of day. 

tea of tha striking conclutioot of thata Invoatigat toot It that 

tho pradictloot of all tho divarta thaoriat agraa on ono point: batwoon 

tha aaial dlttancat of 100 and 400 di awtor». tho ion Jontitr on tho wako 

aalt dacayt according to tho law no • (I/O)"
1, la addition to tha ratultt 

caoconiing ion dantity lavalt, latarottlag lafoff«ation ha« boon gonoratod 

coocoming tho widtht of tho ion dontltjr profilot in tho wako. lataodiag 

froo tha projactlla to an aaial dittanco of 100 diaaatart, tho ion dontlty 

radii vary tlawly and roMla tMllar than ana tphora diMotar; aftar 

X/0 a 100 diaaatan, tha Ion radii bagin to incraata aora rapidly. Hawovar, 
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the slit of ih» ion wrto It notably tnallor thon that of tho to*c«llod 

»chltoron wako. Ovtr tht rang« of prttturot Invottlgatod It appear« that 

an Incroatt In aabltnt proaaurt ontallt a ahrinking of tha «lit of tho 

Ion dantlty wako; tho Ion dontlty radiu» of tha «aha at 20 torr It 

tlgnlflcantly taallar than tha radlut at 7.6 torr. Tha ion radii of tho 

»aha hava alto boan coaparad to alactron radii infarrad fro« tha Intar- 

faroMtar aaaturanantt. 

It It parhapt utaful to point out that tha roaultt protantad 

In thlt roport art randarod uniqua by a nuabar of factor» «huh incloda 

tha tlta of tha projactlla (2.7 inch dlasatar tpharot), tha valoclty of 

tha projactlla (14.S00 faat/tacond). tha coapotltlon of tha ataotphara 

(7.b and 20 torr h»), tha raglon of tha «aha ttudlad (0 to 1000 dlattan), 

and atpaclally tha tpatIally»ratalvad charactar of tht ■»••ur«M*tt  it 

it contaquantly lapottlbla to coapara thata ratultt with thota OTiginating 

froa othar laboratorlat (I. 0, 10, II). and tha only roaultt »tth ahich 

coapariton It pottlbla ara thota which hava baan gaaoratad at MEV. In 

tba cata of tha ratultt at 7.6 torr, tha coapariton of tha loo daatity 

lavalt daducad froa tha htnatlc thaerlat of alactrottatic probat with 

tha alactron dantlty lavalt obtalmrd froa Langauir prob« aad aicra«a»a 

Intarfaroaatar aaaturaaantt In quit« tncouraging. Mowavar, at 20 torr 

tha ratult of a tiallar coapariton It ditappointing. Aa rogardt th« 

ttata of davalopaant of proba thaory, tha pratant ratultt ladle/.« that 

It It ind«od pottlbla to thaoratlcally Intarprat tha aaan curr«nt collacrad 

by an alactrottatic proba In a aadlia at coaplat at tha «aha ^ a hypar- 

tonlc tphara. Howavar, It would appear that a contiderabl« aaount of 

te^t raaalnt to ba dona in ordar to arrlva at a »autfactory thaory for 

auch probat. 
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TABLE  I 

EXAMPLE OP MESSAGES EXCHANGED »m»EEN OPERATOR AND AUTOMATIC FILM READER 

CAL   DATA 

8 Iff.7« 
887.00 
6364.80 
845*88 
871.80 
684.00 
919?.89 
88173.66 
955.00 

-6PHI 
91996 
-0008 
0001 
-0001 
-0001 
0002 
-0008 
0000 
0000 
-0002 
-0003 
0001 
0002 
0000 
8001 
0002 
0002 
8001 
0002 
0000 
0002 
888 • 
808 
-0001 
-0002 
0000 
0001 
CAL DATA 

0000 
-0002 
-0012 

00^3 
-0062 
00 G2 

0003 
0003 

0001 
-0002 
0002 
0001 

0001 
0002 
0001 
-0002 
0001 
0000 
0000 
1^00 1 
0003 
0001 
-0001 
-0003 
-000 1 
-0003 

0000 
000 1 

0008 
-0003 
000'. 

0004 
0005 

0006 
0005 
0013 

8014 
0015 
0017 
0080 

0081 
0084 
0085 
0025 

0087 
0089 
0031 
0030 
0031 
0034 
0035 
0037 
0038 
0037 

0037 
0038 

0001 
0003 
0015 

0018 
0015 

0013 
0010 
0088 

000R 
0011 
0010 
0009 

0008 
0007 
000 7 
0009 

0008 
0009 
0010 
0010 
0010 
0010 
0012 
0015 
0017 
0020 

0081 
0080 

Preceding pise blink 
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TABLE II 

IDENTIFICATION CODE 

CAL (1): Round Number 

(2): Cuera Number 

(3): Projectile Velocity (Diajneters/millisecond) 

(4): Position of Time Mark Number Zero 

(S): Sampling Interval (microsecond) 

(6): Axial Distance Corresponding to Analysis Number 

(7): Number of Upstream Probe 

(8): Number of Downstream Probe 

(9): Address of Lower End of 0.5 millisecond Segment of Signal 

(10): Address of Upper End of 0.5 millisecond Segment of Signal 

(11): Reading Frequency (readings/cm) 

(12): Film Velocity (ft/second) 

(13): (not assigned) 

(14): Analysis Number 

(15): Oscilloscope Sensitivity (volt/cm) 

(16): Ro (see text) 

(17):  x (see text) 

(18): ^ (see text) 

(19):  (y)0 (see text) 

(20):  ^(yT)o (see text) 
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TABLE USED FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF TABLE I 
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LINE 
LINF 
I.THF 
LI HE 
LIVE 
LIKE 
LINE 
LINF 
LINE 
LINE     10 
LINE     11 
LINE     12 
LINE     13 
LINE     1H 
LINE     15 
LINE     16 
LINE 
LINE 
LINE     19 
LINE     20 
LINE 
LINE 
LINF 
LINF 
LINE 
LINE     26 
LINF     27 
LINE 
LINE 
LINF 
LINE     31 
LINE     32 
LINE 
LINE 
LINE 
LINF     36 
LINE     37 
LINF     38 
LINE     39 
LINE     «»0 

17 
18 

21 
22 
23 
2k 
25 

28 
29 
30 

33 
3«» 
35 

512 781 
781 -  1050 

1050 -  1319 
1319 -  1588 
1588 -  1857 
1857 -  2126 
2126 -  2395 
2395 -  266U 
266U -  2933 
2933 -  3202 
3202 -  3U71 
3«*71 -  37U0 
37U0 -  «»009 
«♦009 -  U278 
U278 -  «♦5«»7 
»♦5H7 -  «»816 
»♦816 -  5085 
5085 -  535U 
5354 -  5623 
5623 -  5892 
5892 -  6161 
6161 -  6«»30 
6U30 -  6699 
6699 -  6968 
6968 -  7237 
7237 -  7506 
7506 -  7775 
7775 -  80«U 
80U4 -  8313 
8313 -  8582 
8582 -  8851 
8851 -  9120 
9120 -  9389 
9389 -  9658 
9658 -  9927 
9927 - 10196 

10196 - 10U65 
10H65 - 1073«» 
1073«» - 11003 
11003 - 11272 

■ ■■' 
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TABLE  IV 

VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS a.b.c 

Q 
Torr-inch 

a b c 

V0/Voo 20 -0.948 -0.503 60 

rv/D 23 0.332 0.153 60 

Vo/V» -0.81 -0.48 60 

rv/D 54 0.2 0.2 60 

T0/T^-I 20 0.757 0.388 50 

rT/D 20 0.285 0.083 50 

■ 
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APPENDIX A 

This appendix contains 12 tables which furnish all the 

numerical data concerning the fitting of gaussian profiles to the radial 

distributions of ion density estinuites, both at 7.6 torr (20 torr-inches) 

and at 20 torr (54 torr-inches). Each table is associated with one 

particular theory and one given pressure. One finds tabulated in each 

table the same quantities, from left to right: the axial distance of 

the profile (X/D), the estimate of the ion density on the wake axis (n ), 

the estimate of the wake ion density radius (r./D), the residual sun of 

the squares of the fit (R.S.S.), the standard deviation of the fit (S.D.), 

and finally, the number of individual measurements which form the radial 

profile (N). The ion density on the axis n is expressed in cm"3 and is 

normalized by 1010. A value of r./D equal to 1000 signifies that the 

gaussian form of the profile has degenerated into a horizontal line. 

In that case the value of n is equivalent to the arithmetic mean of the 

measurements. 

m 
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TABLE A-I 

DATA RELATING TO FITS AT 7.6 TORR 

Theory of Zakharova et al. 

mmmmmmu* 

no 
tmmmmmammm 

Tj/D R.S.S. 

60.0 159.791 .94 .71248E+04 
90.0 108.'/65 1.04 .62675E+04 

120.0 66.769 1.25 .10127E+0S 
150.0 45.437 1.41 .84163E+04 
180.0 31.234 1.62 .52989E+04 
210.0 23.674 1.98 .35919E*04 
240.0 19.522 2.03 .26219E+04 
270.0 12.450 4.35 .23614E+04 
300.0 9.434 1000.00 .I6209E+04 
330.0 10.989 2.19 .12042E«04 
360.0 8.292 2.77 .81777E*03 
390.0 6.329 3.50 .55379E+03 
420.0 5.048 11.53 .87325E+03 
450.0 5.007 1000.00 .86932E+03 
480.0 4.577 1000.00 .52735E*03 
510.0 4.739 1000.00 .86638E+03 
540.0 5.344 1000.00 .97857E+03 
570.0 4.693 1000.00 .58773E+03 
600.0 5.085 3.53 .69216E+03 
630.0 4.773 3.76 .63949E«03 
u60.0 5.470 2.33 .26407E+03 
690.0 8.517 1.96 .21S92E4-03 
720.0 6.244 3.46 .31402E+03 
750.0 3.900 1000.00 .2S221E+03 
780.0 3.676 6.38 .10754E♦0;,; 
810.0 5.355 2.72 .68979E*0i 
840.0 4.520 2.70 .54161E+02 
870.0 3.071 3.31 .29583E*02 
900.0 2.812 2.62 .S0827E+01 

S.D, 

.12S83E+02 47 

.109790*02 54 

.13448E*02 58 

.12601E+02 55 

.98155E+01 57 

.75508E+01 65 

.62557E+01 69 

.62735E+01 62 

.51548E4-01 63 

.40615E+01 75 

.35470E+01 67 

.28967E*01 69 

.33039E+01 83 

.32964E+01 82 

.28267E*01 68 

.39333E+01 58 

.46123E+01 48 

.39328E+01 40 

.43252E+01 39 

.43369E>01 36 

.31273E+01 29 

.34954E*01 20 

.39624E401 22 

.33115E401 25 

.23790E*01 21 

.23035E*01 15 

.23273E*01 12 

.19230E+01 10 

.11272E+01 6 

■■■■■;.'.■-/■" 
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TABLE A-II 

DATA RELATING TO FITS AT 7.6 TORR 

Theory of Su and Kiel 

mmmmmmmmmummmmmm 

X/D n 
0 

r./D 
i 

K ■ o • o • S.D. N 
ctaaasasa 

60.0 35.857 1.00 .38157E+03 .29119E+01 47 
90.0 25.257 1.11 .35424E+03 .26100E+01 54 

120.0 16.322 1.36 .61137E+03 .33041E*01 58 
150.0 11.639 1.57 -53^7E*03 .31765E+01 55 
180.0 8.365 1.90 .35206E+03 .25300E+01 57 
210.0 6.611 2.51 .24609E*03 .19764E+01 65 
240.0 5.708 2.59 .20054E+03 .17301E+ni 69 
270.0 4.022 1000.00 .19492E+03 .18024E+01 62 
300.0 3.538 1000.00 .14790E+03 .15571E+01 63 
330.0 3.583 3.20 .11837E+03 .12734E+01 75 
360.0 2.866 6.02 .83650E+02 .11344E+01 67 

2.393 17.24 .67298E+02 .10022E+01 69 
420.0 2.299 1000.00 .10697E+03 .11492E*ni 83 
450.0 2.368 1000.00 .11272E+03 .11870E+01 82 
480.0 2.233 1000.00 .71241E+02 .10389E+01 68 
510.0 2.280 1000.00 .96667E+02 .13138E+01 58 
540.0 2.524 1000.00 .10941E+03 .15423E+01 48 

2.335 1000.00 .66187E+02 .13198E+01 40 
600.0 2.138 1000.00 .70904E+02 .13843E*0l 39 
630.0 2.089 1000.00 .65043E+02 .13831E+01 36 
660.0 2.227 4.37 .29603E+02 .10471E*01 29 
690.0 2.790 3.80 .26175E+02 .,12059E*01 20 
720.0 2.580 11.95 .36718E+02 .]l3550E*ni 22 
750.0 2.148 1000,00 .32366E+02 .U863E + 01 25 
780.0 2.017 1000.00 .15S41E+02 .9ft442E*00 21 
810.0 2.375 5.24 .95793E+01 .85841E+00 15 
840.0 2.149 4.87 .80733E+01 .89851E+00 12 
870.0 1.692 8.99 .50821E+01 .79703E*n0 in 
900.0 1.597 5.57 .92359E+00 .48052E+00 6 

aaaaaaaai taaaaaaaaaai taaasaaaaaa aa a s a 
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TABLE A-III 

DATA RELATING TO FITS AT 7.6 TORR 

Theory of Schulz and Brown 

X/D 

60.0 
90.0 

120.0 
150.0 
180.0 
210.0 
240.0 
270.0 
300.0 
330.0 
360.0 
390.0 
420.0 
450.0 
480.0 
510.0 
540.0 
570.0 
600.0 
630.0 
660.0 
690.0 
720.0 
750.0 
780.0 
810.0 
840.0 
870.0 
900.0 

lyo 

30.388 
20.370 
12.292 
8.185 
5.583 
4.219 
3.450 
2.222 
1.727 
1.928 
1.468 
1.130 
.957 
.979 
.905 
.935 

1.047 
.940 
.949 
.906 
.995 

1.403 
1.159 
.816 
.741 
004 
»72 
633 
580 

1 

:s s ss s : 

.93 

.03 
,24 
41 
64 

2.02 
2.10 
4.83 

1000.00 
2.38 
3.21 
4.38 

1000.00 
1000.00 
1000.00 
1000.00 
1000.00 
1000.00 

4.74 
5.09 
2.88 
2.43 
4.41 

1000.00 
1000.00 

3.43 
3.41 
4.75 
3.74 

R.S.S. 

.25469E+03 

.21677E*03 

.3^392E*03 

.27812E+03 

.17215E*03 

.11512E+03 

.81876E+02 

.72915E+02 

.49465E*02 

.36608E+02 

.24923E+02 

.17784E+02 

.27445E+02 

.27226E+02 

.16539E402 

.26519E+02 

.30157E+02 

.17941E*02 

.21071E*02 

.19359E*02 

.79719E+01 

.67S91E+01 

.95001E+01 

.77202E+01 

.33312E*01 

.21117E+01 

.16764E*01 

.94667E+00 

.16348E+00 

S.D. 

.23790E*01 47 

.20417E*ni 54 

.24782E+01 58 

.22907E*01 55 

.17692E*01   57 

.13518E+01 65 

.11055E+01 69 

.11024E*01 62 

.90050E+00 63 

.70815E*00 75 

.61922E+00 67 

.51520E+00 69 

.58209E*00 83 

.58338E*00 82 

.50058E+00 68 

.68815E+00 58 

.80968E+00 48 

.68713E+00 40 

.75465E+00 39 

.75457E+00 36 

.54337E*00 29 

.61278E+00 20 

.68921E+00 22 

.57936E+00 25 

.41872E*00 21 

.40303E+00 15 

.40944E*00 12 

.34400E*00 10 

.20217E+00    6 
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TABLE A-IV 

DATA RELATING TO FITS AT 7.6 TORR 

Theory of Kulgein 

r 

■ ■■■■i !■■■■•■• :3 = ZSSESS3SI 

X/D n 
0 

r./D R.S.S. S.D. N 
•■■■■■■■ ■■■■■■■■■■i : = SXSSSS = X3 = = S = = = = = SS=3C> ssxsrssssssxx« ■ ■■■ 

60.0 6.311 .87 .79724E*01 .42091E*00 47 
90.0 4.041 .95 .61626E*01 .34425E*no 54 
120.0 2.356 1.11 .87452E*ni .39518E*00 sa 
150.0 1.528 1.24 .62415E*01 .34317E*00 ss 
180.0 1.028 1.37 .38312E+01 .26393E*n0 57 
210.0 .779 1.55 .25331E*ni .20052F.*n0 65 
240.0 .624 1.60 .16574E+01 .15728E*00 69 
270.0 .410 2.13 . 13540E*ni .15n22E*no 62 
300.0 .300 2.59 .83429E*0n .11695E*n0 63 
330.0 .347 1.71 .68135E*00 .96611E-01 7S 
360.0 .271 1.90 .47720E400 .85683E-ni 67 
390.0 .199 2.21 .31672E+00 .68754E-(il 69 
420.0 .155 2.97 .43574E*00 .73345E-01 8 3 
450.0 .128 6.65 .38165E*00 .69070E-01 82 
480.0 .125 5.09 .24746E*00 .61233E-01 68 
510.0 .143 3.65 .37445E*00 .81772E-01 58 
540.0 .133 14.39 .38944E+00 .92ni2E.01 48 
570.0 .151 3.24 .31815E*00 .91500E-ni 40 
600.0 .176 2.29 .45035E+00 . 11032E + 00 39 
630.0 .157 2.63 .41157E+00 . 11002Ef00 s« 
660.C .185 1.97 . 18457E*00 .8268nE-01 29 
690.0 .348 1.50 .14268E+00 .89031E-01 20 
720.0 .212 2.40 .19764E*00 .Pfi4n8E-01 12 
750.0 .137 3.42 . 15698E + 00 .826i!iE-01 21 
780.0 .137 2.90 .78985E-01 .64476E-01 21 
810.0 .187 2.23 .50087E-01 .62071E-01 15 
840.0 .158 2.33 .37063E-01 .60880E-01 12 
870.0 .116 2.65 . 18626E-01 .48252E-01 10 
900.0 .115 2.25 .33997E-02 .29154E-01 6 

1 '.   !   > .'. - ■    "■"   "" — 

i 
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TABLE A-V 

DATA RELATING TO FITS AT 7.6 TORR 

Thin Sheath Theory of Clements and Smy 

X/D iv/D R.S.S, S.D. 

60.0 3. ;/90 .36 .23965E*ni .23077E*00 47 
90.0 2.203 .94 . 18102E»01 .18658E*00 54 

120.0 1.259 1.10 .25237E*01 .21229E*00 58 
150.0 .799 1.22 .17517E*01 . 18180E400 55 
180.0 .531 1.35 . 10567E*01 . 13861E*00 57 
210.0 .399 1.52 .69041E*00 . 10468E*00 65 
240.0 .315 1.57 .43780E*00 .8n835E-01 69 
270.0 .204 2.08 .35065E*0n ,76448E-01 62 
300.0 .147 2.53 .20893E*00 .58525E-01 63 
330.0 .170 1.68 . 16750E*00 .47901E-01 75 
360.0 .131 1.86 .11664E*00 .42360E-01 67 
390.0 .095 2.16 .74965E-01 .33450E-01 69 
420.0 .073 2.92 .10282E+00 .35628E-01 83 
450.0 .060 6.49 .89990E-01 .33539E-01 82 
480.0 .058 4.96 .57566E-01 .29533E-01 68 
510.0 .067 3.63 .88716E-01 .39802E-01 58 
540.0 .062 15.83 .93023E-01 .44969E-01 48 
570.0 .071 3.16 .76228E-01 .44788E-01 40 
600.0 .083 2.24 .10933E*00 .54359E-01 39 
630.0 .074 2.59 .99474E-01 .54090E-01 36 
660.0 .088 1.92 .43541E-01 .40158E-01 29 
690.0 .175 1.44 .33378E-01 .43062E-01 20 
720.0 .100 2.35 .46344E-01 .48137E-01 22 
750.0 .063 3.36 .36232E-01 .39690E-01 25 
780.0 .063 2.84 .17859E-01 .30659E-01 21 
810.0 .087 2.20 .11301E-01 .29484E-01 15 
840.0 .073 2.30 .82344E-02 .28696E-01 12 
870.0 .053 2.62 .40370E-02 .22464E-01 10 
900.0 .052 2.21 .73327E-03 .13540E-01 6 

• 

ixssszzzx: 
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TABLE A-VI 

DATA RELATING TO FITS AT 7.6 TORR 

Thick Sheath Theory of Clements and Smy 

X/D r./D R.S.S, S.D. N 

60.0 
90.0 

120.0 
150.0 
180.0 
210.0 
240.0 
270.0 
300.0 
330.0 
360.0 
390.0 
420.0 
450.0 
480.0 
510.0 
540.0 
570.0 
600.0 
630.0 
660.0 
690.0 
720.0 
750.0 
780.0 
810.0 
840.0 
870.0 
900.0 
930.0 
960.0 
990.0 

1020.0 
1050.0 
1080.0 
1110.0 
1140.0 
1170.0 
1200.0 

1256.402 
1200.669 
1231.453 
960.817 
789.212 
603.225 
425.442 
317 
271 
185 
157, 
131 
103, 
85. 
82. 
88. 
83. 
66. 
72. 
73. 

319 
780 
424 
404 
Ä89 
618 
112 
358 
476 
476 
152 
228 
585 

58.606 
47.326 
40.072 
38.352 
29.598 
27, 
27. 
31. 
37. 

047 
121 
762 
593 

33.796 
26.091 
24 
24 
24. 
25, 
22. 
28. 
27, 
23. 

256 
441 
324 
740 
720 
028 
346 
290 

3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

1000.00 
1000.00 
1000.00 
1000.00 

.80 

.86 

.87 

.9b 

.03 

.09 
,22 
,32 
36 
4 8 
52 
61 
90 
35 
07 
79 
99 
47 
28 
14 
06 
12 
61 

3.01 
4.53 

71 
97 
23 
89 
98 
49 
75 
52 
08 
82 

1 
1 
1 
i 

1, 
I. 
1. 
1. 
I. 
-» 

i . 
|. 
1. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
-> 

.7i«ii32E*05 

.35086E«06 

.46625E*06 

.63846E*06 

.63665E*06 

.31069E»06 

.33844E*06 

.30110E*06 

.19180E*06 

.74805E*05 

.90744E*n5 

.11400E*06 

.10564E*06 

.87692E+05 

.56216E*05 

.36233E*05 

.42919E*05 

.42364E*05 

.81126E*05 

.83309E*05 

.41559E+05 

.19846E+05 

.15934E*05 

.18595E*05 

. 15849E*05 

.13496E*05 

.11185E4-05 

.72357E*04 

.57616E*04 

.66188E+04 

.64642E+04 

.74886E+04 

.54426E*04 

. 23266E*04 

.15278E*04 

.49100E+04 

.78730E*04 

.94660E+04 

.75559E*04 

.59734E*n2 23 

.11617E*03 28 

.1246/E»03 32 

.13506E*n3   37 

.11764C4n3 48 

.73189E*02 60 

.73295E*02 65 

.72681E*02 59 

.58523E*02 58 

.34188E*02 66 

.37080E*02 68 

.40356E*02 72 

.37283E*n2 78 

.34899E*02 74 

.30112E*02 64 

.25903E*02 56 

.27684E*02 58 

.25931E*02 65 

.35328E*02 67 

.35800E*02 67 

.24906E*02 69 

.18340E*02 61 

.17178E*02 56 

.18731K*02 55 

.17629E+02 53 

.15958E*02 55 

.14956E*02 52 

.12972E+02 45 

.11575E*02 45 

.11743E*02 50 

.12406E*02 44 

.14227E*02 39 

.12652E*0r! 36 

.88064E+01 32 

.87403E*01 22 

.17518E+02 18 

.19841E*02 22 

.21755E+02 22 

.19942E*02 21 

:s: = = = = = e = = i 
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DATA REUTING TO FITS AT 20 TORR 

Theory of Zakharova et «1. 

X/D      no        xyD R.S.S. S.D. 

(> '. 0 5.269 .88 .56139E«01 .35320E*00 47 
9U.0 3.437 .96 .45039E»01 .29430E*00 54 
120.0 2.044 1.12 .65170E*01 .34114E»00 S8 
150.0 1.352 1.24 .4V998E*01 .30094E»00 55 
180.0 .917 1.38 .29933E*01 .23329E*00 57 
210.0 .698 1.56 . 19989E*01 .17813E*00 65 
240.0 .563 1.60 .13350E*01 . 141161*00 69 
270.0 .370 2.14 .11004E*01 .13542E*00 62 
300.0 .273 2.59 .68725E*00 .10614E*00 6i 
330.0 .316 1.71 .56392E*00 .87892E-01 75 
360.0 .246 1.89 .39528E*00 .77982E-01 67 
390.0 .181 2.20 .26348E*00 .6270f)E-01 69 
420.0 .141 2.95 .362475*00 .66895E-01 83 
450.0 .116 6.59 .31754E*00 .63002E-01 82 
480.0 .113 5.03 .20618E*00 .55892E-01 8 
510.0 .130 3.63 .31136E400 .74565E-01 i.S 
540.0 .120 13.88 .32367E*00 .83883E-01 48 
570.0 .136 3.22 .26409E*00 .83365E-01 40 
600.0 .159 2.28 .37303E+00 .10041E«00 39 
630.0 .142 2.62 .34147E*00 .10O22E*O0 36 
660.0 .168 1.95 .15378E*nO .75469E-01 29 
690.0 .320 1.48 .11866E*00 .81192E-01 20 
720.0 .?92 2.39 .16451E+00 .90723E-01 22 
750.0 .123 3.40 . 130,'6E*00 .7J399E-01 25 
ySO.O .124 2.88 .657,1E-01 .58813E-01 21 
810.0 .170 2.22 .416Ö.H-01 .56625E-01 15 
840.0 .143 2.32 .30773E-01 .55474E-01 12 
870.0 .104 2.63 .15402E-01 .43877E-01 10 
900.0 .104 2.23 .28098E-02 .26504E-01 6 

: z r. s s = t 

mm 
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TABLE; A-VIII 

DATA RELATING TO FITS AT 20 TORR 

Theory of Su and Kiel 

X/D 

■■■■••■■■i 
"o V0 K • w «o • S.D. N 

60.0 242.803 .84 .31988E404 .12342E*02 23 
90.0 235.117 .90 .14334E*05 .23480E*02 28 

120.0 240.147 .91 .19263E*05 .25340E*02 32 
150.0 192.652 1.01 .27011E*05 .27781E*02 37 
180.0 159.482 1.09 .27521E*05 .24460E*02 48 
210.0 121.153 1.18 .15111E*05 .16141E*02 60 
240.0 87.193 1.34 .165f8E*05 .16217E*02 65 
270.0 66.933 1.48 .1503SE*05 .16241E*n2 59 
300.0 58.204 1.55 .97129E*04 .13170E*02 58 
330.0 41.147 1.74 .431C:E*04 .82072E*01 66 
360.0 35.413 1.81 .52292E*04 .89011E*01 68 
390.0 31.067 1.90 .67422E*04 .98141E*01 72 
420.0 25.767 2.27 .65005E*04 .92484E*01 78 
450.0 22.397 2.86 .55039E*04 .87432E*01 74 

21.971 2.45 .35553E*04 .75725E*01 64 
510.0 23.743 2.05 .23067E*04 .65358E*ni 56 
540.0 22.854 2.27 .27773E*iM .70423E*01 58 
570.0 18.535 3.06 .27704E*04 .66313E*01 65 
600.0 19.491 2.90 .48787E*04 .86635E*01 67 
630.0 19.609 2.72 .S1772E*04 .89246E*01 67 
660.0 16.561 2.54 .29729E*04 .66612E*01 69 
690.0 14.100 2.65 .15121E*04 .50626E*^1 61 
720.0 12.523 3.39 .12416E*04 .47950E*01 56 
750.0 12.054 4.22 .1430?E*04 .51947E*01 55 
780.0 9.760 18.36 .12653E*04 .49809E*01 53 
810.0 9.057 7.51 .11233H*04 .46037E*01 55 
840.0 9.162 4.40 .97500E*03 .44159E+01 52 
870.0 10.430 2.90 .65861E^03 .39136E+01 45 
900.0 11.843 2.40 .52791E+03 .35039E*01 45 
930.0 11.004 2.51 .62226E*03 .36005E+01 50 
960.0 9.214 3.21 .60550E*03 .37969E*01 44 
990.0 8.719 3.64 .67106E*03 .42587E*01 39 

1020.0 8.570 3.56 .50044E*03 .38365E*01 36 
1050.0 8.410 2.92 .23357E*03 .27903E*ni 32 
1080.0 8.552 2.56 . 15508E*03 .27846E*01 22 
illO.O 8.845 1000.00 .47521E+03 .S4499E*01 18 
1140.0 10.514 1000.00 .73854E*03 .6n768E*01 22 
1170.0 10.397 inoo.oo .86336E*n3 .65702E+01 22 
1200.0 

========= 

9.204 1000.00 .72320E*0j 

mmmmmmm-mmmmmmmm 

.61695E*01 21 

I 
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TABLE A-IX 

DATA RELATING TO FITS AT 20 TORR 

■■■■■■■■1 tmmmmummat 

Theory of Schul: and Brown 

X/D n 
0 VD R.S.S. 

tMummmmmmmmm 

S.D. N 

60.0 292.756 .78 

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■1 

.37670E*04 

immmmmmmnmmm 

.13393E»0 

■ ■ ■ ■■■!■ 

2       27i 
90.0 277.843 .85 .1852'>E*05 .26690E*n 2       28 

120.0 285.172 .85 .24339E«05 .28483E40 2        32 
150.0 217.449 .9i. .32727E»05 .30579E*n 37 
180.0 176.834 1.01 .32191E»05 .26454E*n 2         48 
210.0 134.331 1.06 .14436E40S .15777E*n 2        60 
240.0 92.998 1.19 .15733E*05 .158n3E*n. 2        65 
270.0 68.401 1.29 .13807E*05 .15564E*0. 2        59 
300.0 58.007 1.34 .875641*04 .12505E»0. 1        58 
330.0 38.450 1.4 7 .32058E*04 .70774E»n I         66 
360.0 32.273 1.51 .•>8825E*04 .76698E*nJ i         68 
390.0 26.645 1.62 .47677E*n4 .82529E«n] I        72 
420.0 20.856 1.90 .43330E*04 .75513E»0j I        78 
450.0 17.085 2.37 .35.t;39E*04 .70257E*0] I        74 
480.0 16.445 2.10 .22fi56E*04 .60504E*0I I        64 
510.0 17.572 1.81 .14577E*04 .51956E*0] I        56 
540.0 16.584 2.02 .17217E*04 .55448E*n] I        58 
570.0 13.147 2.52 .16958E«04 .51882E«01 I        65 
600.0 14.447 2.31 .3342nE*04 .71704E*0] I        67 
630.0 14.732 2.17 .34035E*04 .72362E*n] I        67 
660.0 11.616 2.11 .16297E*04 .49320E*0] I        69 
690.0 9.353 2.20 .76847E*03 .3609nE*n] I        61 
720.0 7.962 2.73 .61265E*03 .33683E*01 I        56 
750.0 7.642 3.17 .71592E*03 .36753E*0] I        55 
780.0 5.923 5.15 .60594E+03 .34469E*n] 53 
810.0 5.417 4.15 .51397E*03 .31141E*0] 55 
840.0 5.430 3.23 .42487E*03 .29150E*01 52 
870.0 6.284 2.39 .27400E*03 .25243E*n] 45 
^00.0 7.368 2.00 .21835E+03 .22534E*n] 45 
930.0 6.665 2.10 .25081E>03 .22859E*01 50 
960.0 5.245 2.67 .24511E+03 .24158E*01 44 
990.0 4.917 2.97 .28422E+03 .27716E*01 39 

1020.0 4.920 2.74 .20622E+03 .24628E«01 36 
1050.0 4.817 2.30 .88259E>02 .17152E+01 32 
1080.0 5.007 2.02 .58174E*n2 .17055E*01 22 
1110.0 4.725 1000.00 .18749E+03 .34232E*01 18 
1140.0 5.769 1000.00 .30206E403 .38863E*01 22 
1170.0 5.652 1000.00 .36364E*03 .42641E*01 22 
1200.0 4.861 

mmmmummmm 

1000.00 .29122E*03 .39150E*01 21 

s s m s s s 
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TABLE A-X 

DATA RELATING TO FITS AT 20 TORR 

Theory of Kulgein 

X/D 
"o Tj/D 

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■1 

R.S.S. 

■■»■■■■■■•■■■■ 

S.D. N 

60. C« 23.498 . 75 

■■■■■■■■■■■■■1 

.20056E«02 

■■■■■■■■■■■■■a 

.97726E*00 23 
90.0 21.017 .82 .97459E*02 .19361E«01 28 

120.0 21.140 .82 .125SSE«03 .20457E*01 32 
1S0.0 15.001 .91 .14622E«03 .20439E*01 37 
180.0 11.917 .97 .13853E»03 .17354E*01 48 
210.0 8.972 .99 .47837E*02 .90817E*00 60 
240.0 5.963 1.10 .51260E*02 .90202E*00 65 
270.0 4.27i 1.17 .42n48E*02 .8S889E«no 59 

3.603 1.19 .26394E402 .68653E«00 II 
330.0 2.286 1.29 .80224E«-01 .35405E*nO 66 
360.0 1.905 1.31 .94525E*01 .37844E*nn 68 
390.0 1.509 1.41 .10689E«02 .39077E*00 72 
420.0 1.159 1.60 .90956E«01 .34595E*00 •/8 
450.0 .902 1.92 .73056E*01 .31854E*nn 74 

.851 1.78 .47643E401 .27721E*00 64 
510.0 .900 1.61 .29940E*01 .23547E*00 56 
540.0 .848 1.75 .33989E*01 .24636E*00 58 
570.0 .687 1.98 .33317E+01 .22997E*00 65 
600.0 .783 1.83 .75157E»01 .34004E*00 67 
630.0 .819 1.72 .76510E*01 .34309E*00 67 
660.0 .632 1.70 .33087E*01 .22223E*00 69 
690.0 .493 1.79 .1S337E*01 .16123E*00 61 
720.0 .410 2.09 .12090E«01 .14963E*00 56 
750.0 .402 2.22 . 13906E*01 .16I98E+00 55 
780.0 .317 2.60 . 10874E*01 .14602E*00 53 
810.0 .293 2.41 .95351E*00 .13413E*00 55 
840.0 .291 2.23 .80238E*00 .12668E+00 52 
870.0 .341 1.87 .51937E*00 .10990E+00 45 
900.0 .411 1.65 .44725E*00 .101J9E*00 45 
930.0 .370 1.72 .51284E*00 .10336E*nO 50 
960.0 .280 2.09 .49970E+00 . 10908E*00 44 
990.0 .260 2.27 .61365E*00 .12878E*00 39 

1020.0 .283 1.99 .45073E4-00 .11514E+00 36 
1050.0 .299 1.69 .19892E*00 .81429E-01 32 
1080.0 .325 1.52 .13502E*00 .82164E-01 22 
1110.0 .222 8.39 .32809E+00 .14320E*00 18 
1140.0 .257 1000.00 .47514E*00 .15413E*00 22 
1170.0 .247 1000.00 .52890E*00 .16262E*00 22 
1200.0 .212 1000.00 

mumumummmmmmn 

.39842E*00 

tmmmmmmmmmmmmmi 

.14481E*00 

immmummummmmmm 
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TABLE A-XI 

DATA RELATING TO FITS AT 20 TORR 

Thin Sheath Theory of Clements and Smy 

X/D n 
0 VD R.S.S. S.D. 

t m m m m 

N 

60.0 14.921 .78 .9S206E«01 .67332E*nO 

K m M m M 

23 
90.0 13.612 .85 .41590E*C2 .12648E*01 28 

120.0 13.738 .85 .54989E*02 .13539E«01 3 2 
1S0.0 10.244 .94 .67115E*02 . 13848E*ni 27 
180.0 8.288 1.00 .64905E*02 .11878E*01 48 
210.0 6.298 1.03 .26986E*02 .68211E«00 60 
240.0 4.349 1.14 .28767E*02 .67573E*00 65 
270.0 3.199 1.22 .24254E*02 .65231E*no 59 
SOO.O 2.725 1.25 .15221E4-02 .52135E*00 58 
530.0 1.825 1.33 .52408E4-01 .28616E*nO 66 
360.0 1.546 1.35 .61773E*01 .30593E*00 68 
390.0 1.253 1.44 .72925E*01 .32277E*00 72 
420.0 .977 1.63 .54056E*01 .29n32E*00 78 
450.0 .773 1.96 ..,;2396E*01 .26976E*00 74 
480.0 .735 1.81 .34298E+01 .23520E*00 64 
510.0 .783 1.62 .21704E*01 .20048E*00 56 
540.0 .740 1.76 .24760E*01 .21027E*00 58 
570.0 .602 2.00 .24399E+01 .19680E*00 65 
600.0 .676 1.86 .52754E*01 .28489E*00 67 
630.0 .704 1.75 .54330E«01 .28911E«00 67 
660.0 .554 1.73 .25030E401 .19328E+00 69 
690.0 .438 1.80 .11822E*01 .14155E400 61 
720.0 .366 2.11 .94066E+00 .13198E*00 56 
750.0 .358 2.25 .10804E+01 .14277E*00 55 
780.0 .285 2.61 .85793E*00 .12970E*00 53 
810.0 .263 2.43 .75778E*00 .11957E*n0 55 
840.0 .261 2.24 .64101E+00 .11323E*00 52 
870.0 .308 1.88 .41882E+00 .98691E-01 45 
900.0 .370 1.65 .36069E*00 .91587E-01 45 
930.0 .333 1.72 .41485E+00 .92967E-01 50 
960.0 .253 2.09 .40361E400 .98030E-01 44 
990.0 .235 2.27 .49311E*00 .11544E«00 39 

1020.0 .255 2.00 .36408E*00 .10348E*00 36 
1050.0 .269 1.70 .16227E*00 .73546E-01 32 
1080.0 .293 1.53 .11021E*00 .74234E-01 22 
1110.0 .202 7,77 .26670E*00 . 12911E*00 18 
1140.0 .233 1000.00 .38334E*00 .13844E*00 22 
1170.0 .223 1000.00 .42S16E+00 .14580E*00 22 
1200.0 .192 1000.00 .32206E*00 

mmmmmmmumuummmuut 

.13020E*00 

t*mmmmnumm*mn 

21 

mmmm 
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TABLE A-XII 

DATA RELATING TO FITS AT 20 TORR 

Sray Thick Sheath Theory of Clements and 

■ ■■■■■■■■1 

X/D no fj/D 

&■■■■■■■■■■■ 

■■■■•■■■■■■■■I 

R.S.S. S.D. N 

60.0 13.890 .74 .67340E+01 .56627E*00 

■•■■■ 

23 
90.0 12.315 .81 .328(>6E«02 . 11243E*ni 28 

120.0 12.388 .81 .42265E*02 .11869E*01 32 
150.0 8.718 .91 .49057E*02 .11839E«01 37 
180.0 6.916 .96 .46337E*02 .10037E*01 48 
210.0 5.243 .98 .15562E*02 .51799E*00 60 
240.0 3.457 1.07 . 1669/E*02 .5I481E*00 65 
270.0 2.454 1.15 .13606E*02 .48856E*00 59 

2.07< 1.16 .85282E»01 .39024E+00 58 
330,0 1.295 1.25 .24940E*01 .19740E*00 66 
360.0 1.073 1.27 .29375E*01 .21097E*00 68 
390.0 .837 1.37 .32607E«01 .21583E+00 72 
420.0 .635 1.56 .27290E*01 .18949E>00 78 
450.0 .486 1.88 .21714E*01 .17366E*00 74 

.456 1,74 .14125E«01 . 15094E*00 64 
510.0 .480 1.58 .88472E*00 . 12800E*00 56 
540.0 .449 1.72 .10009E*01 .13369E*00 58 
570.0 .363 1.94 .97668E+00 .12451E+00 65 
600.0 .419 1.78 .22642E*01 . 18664E*00 67 
630.0 .440 1.68 .22S62E*01 .18754E*00 67 
660.0 .333 1.67 .94406E+00 .11870E*00 69 
690.0 .256 1.75 .42984E+00 .8S3S5E-01 61 
720.0 .211 2.05 .33584E«00 .78862E-01 56 
750.0 .207 2.17 .33700E*00 .85451E-01 55 
780.0 .161 2.54 .29708t*00 .76322E-01 53 
810.0 .149 2.35 .25774E*00 .69735E-01 55 
840.0 .147 2.17 .214t6E*00 .65568E-01 52 
870.0 .173 1.83 .13717E4.00 .56481E-01 45 
900.0 .210 1.61 .11818E*0C .52425E-0I 45 
930.0 .187 1.69 .13469E*00 .52971E-01 50 
960.0 .139 2.06 .13131E*00 .5S915E-01 44 
990.0 .130 2.24 .16278E+00 .66329E-01 39 

1020.0 .142 1.95 .11863E*00 .59068E-01 36 
1050.0 .151 1.64 .51251E-01 .41333E-01 32 
1080.0 .166 1.47 .34670E-01 .41636E-01 22 
1110.0 .109 10.00 .852S0E-01 .73007E-01 18 
1140.0 .128 1000.00 .12S24E+00 .79i32E-01 22 
1170.0 .122 1000.00 .14050E*00 .83814E-01 22 
1200.0 .105 

tmmmummmmm 

1000.00 . 10471E*00 .74238E-01 21 

■■■■ 
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APPENDIX B 

RADIAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF ION DENSITY. P« = 7.6 TORR 

Preceding page blank 
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SPHERES 2.ra*. 
VU-IOOO FT/SEC 
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FIGURE B-l 
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V«. M.500 FT/SEC 
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aEMENTS-SMY (THM) THEORY: 
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- 032 « KT EXP (-(R/LS70n 
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FIGURE  B-3 
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V«.|4,500 FT/SEC 
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FIGURE  B-4 
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SnCfCS 2.7*DIA. 
«.• 141900 FT/SEC 
n.D«20 TCMR-M N, 
CLEMENTS-SMV (THM) THEORY: 

390<X/D<490 
- OOT K BfEXP HR/2 920)*) 
O DATUM POINT 
• MEAN DATA 

10 2.0 30 40 

RADIAL   DISTANCE R/D 

SO 

FIGURE B-5 
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480<X/D<MO 
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10 20 SO 40 
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FIGURE B-6 
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SPHERES  2.7'DM. 
V—K500 FT/SEC 
FUO. 20 TORR-INN, 
aE»CNTS-SMY (THW) THEORY: 

5ro< X/D<630 
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O DATUM POINT 
• MEAN OAT» 
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FIGURE B-7 
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FIGURE B-8 
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RALIAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF ION DENSITY. Pm = 20 TORR 
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SPHERES 2 7'DIA 
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FIGURE C-2 
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FIGURE C-3 
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FIGURE C-4 
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FIGURE C-5 

SPHERES 2.7* DIA. 
V»-14,900 FT/SEC 
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FIGURE  C-6 
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SPHERES 2.7'DIA. 
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FIGURE C-9 
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SPHERES  2.7*DIA. 
V« • 14,500 PT/SEC 
P.0* 54 TORR-INN, 
CLEMENTS-SMY (THN) THEORY: 

e40<X/D<900 
- 0.17 xO"EXP(-(R/IBSD)11) 
O DATUM POINT 
• MEAN DATA 

10 Z.0 3.0 40 
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FIGURE C-10 
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SPHERES  2,7-DIA. 
\A.-I4.S00 FT/SEC 
P«D-54 TORR-INN. 
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